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The effect of the detraining period caused by the COVID-19
pandemic on the change of direction performance of fencers

Sercin KosovaABCDE, Merve Koca KosovaABDE
Department of Physical Education and Sports Teaching, Faculty of Sports Sciences, Dokuz Eylül University, İzmir,
Turkey
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Abstract

Background
and Study
Aim
Material
and
Methods
Results
Conclusions
Keywords

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused many athletes to interrupt their regular training programme. The
change-of-direction performance is a highly critical parameter for fencing. This study aims to investigate the
effects of the detraining process caused by the COVID-19 pandemic on the change-of-direction performance
of fencers.
The study sample comprised 15 fencers (11 males, 4 females) who were competitors in the U17-20 age
categories (mean age: 15.75±1.51 years; height: 170.30±7.68 cm; weight: 65.16±10.83 kg) in Turkey. All
participants were high school students. Branch-specific change-of-direction tests (4-2-2-4-m shuttle and
7-m repeat lunge ability) were measured in the middle of the competition season and after the detraining
period. The detraining period lasted 31 weeks due to the pandemic process.
The results showed that participants were slower in the post 7-m repeat lunge ability test (23.32±2.21 sec.)
compared with the pre-test (22.38±1.58 sec.) and participants were slower in the post 4-2-2-4-m shuttle test
(6.43±0.54 sec.) compared with the pre-test (5.84±0.33 sec.) (p<0.05).
The present study showed that long-term detraining reduces fencer’s change-of-direction performance.
Basic exercise programs can be arranged to reduce the rate of adverse effects during long-term detraining
process.
detraining, fencing, COVID-19, agility, branch-specific test.

Introduction1
Detraining can be defined as the loss of physiologic
and performance gains with an interrupted training
process [1] or it can be explained as an inactivity period
coming after a training process. It is quite natural and
inevitable that there will be some losses in the coordinative
and conditional motor characteristics during detraining
periods. The rate of these losses varies according to
the training status of the individuals, the content of the
training, the length of the inactivity period, and features of
motor characteristics [2]. In addition, whether individuals
are physically active during the detraining process and
even eating habits are important factors that can affect the
recovery process when returning to training. A break of
fewer than 4 weeks is defined as short-term detraining,
and longer than 4 weeks as long-term detraining [1].
Resting made following the exercise load has a positive
effect according to the principle of supercompensation.
However, when this balance cannot be established or
training is interrupted, the physiologic adaptation achieved
by training regresses. The existing literature emphasizes
that detraining negatively affects sports performance. For
example, Nakamura et al. [3] found that both short-term
and long-term detraining processes caused a decrease in
aerobic endurance capacity. In another study, even shortterm detraining led to reduced sprint performance [4].
Caldwell and Peters [5] stated that they found a decrease
in agility and vertical jump performance in the beginning

of preseason training of season 2 compared with the end
of season 1 in semiprofessional male soccer players.
Fencing is an Olympic sport that includes three
different branches, epee, foil, and sabre [6]. The offensive
and defensive moves required to win the match are repeated
intermittently throughout the match and include highintensity activities. During the implementation of these
movements, fencers aim to be effective on the opponent
with back and forward fencing steps. Since being able to
apply these movements fluently and quickly will lead the
fencer to success, the speed of changing direction is very
important in fencers. Fencing requires agility, strength,
and accuracy of movements [7]. Fencers can change
direction 200 times during direct elimination bouts [8].
Aquili et al. [9] found that male and female athletes
changed their direction every 9-10 seconds on average in
category A bouts organized by the International Fencing
Federation. In light of these studies, the importance of the
change-of-direction parameter on fencing competition
performance is clearly seen. To develop the change-ofdirection parameter, fencers from all branches focus on
branch-specific exercises in their training programs.
A pandemic was declared by the World Health
Organization (WHO) on March 11th, 2020, due to the
COVID-19 [10]. The effects of this pandemic process
caused the cancellation of many activities and sports
organization all over the world. During this period, in
line with the decisions of national authorities, athletes
could not use the training halls for a certain period and
were unable to train. This situation caused many athletes

© Sercin Kosova, Merve Koca Kosova, 2021
doi:10.15561/20755279.2021.0101
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The height measurements and body mass indexes of
the participants were determined. Participants’ height
was determined using a tape measure. Weight was
measured in kilograms (kg) using a body composition
monitor scale (Tanita BC-730; Tanita, Tokyo, Japan).
The pre-tests were conducted in September 2019 (before
the COVID-19 pandemic process) in the middle of the
competition season. From the date of the measurements,
fencers continued their weekly routine training (week/4
days). Then, with the emergence of the COVID-19–
induced pandemic process on March 11th, 2020, they
had to take a break from their regular training. The tests
of the fencers, who started their training again on 19
October 2020, were performed on October 26th, 2020,
after a 31-week detraining period. A standard warm-up
protocol of 15 minutes was performed to the participants.
The first five minutes of this protocol were conducted as
a general warm-up, and the next 10 minutes included the
fencing step they would perform in the study. After the
warm-up, change-of-direction tests were performed on
the participants. All testing was conducted on a metal
competition piste to increase the validity of results.
4-2-2-4-m shuttle test: During the test, all the fencers’
backward and forward moves were performed in the engarde position. With the help of electronic photocells
(Fusion Sport, Smart Speed Pro, Australia) located at the
start and end of the test, the system was automatically
activated when fencers passed through the photocells.
The fencer moved forward from the start to the 4-m
line, then moved backwards 2-m. Then the fencer went
forward again 2-m to reach the 4-m line. Again the fencer
moved back 4-m to return the 4-m line [19]. The test is
illustrated in figure 1.

to experience a long and important detraining period.
In time, training halls were opened for use again in line
with the decisions of the national authorities and then
the clubs, and regular training started again for athletes.
Accordingly, fencers also had to interrupt their training
process for quite a long time.
The ongoing pandemic has presented significant
challenges for athletes concerning training. Here it is
sufficient to note the following:
–
Found that confinement period affects both,
training load and recovery process and that mood states
and emotional intelligence could predict the training
variables and performance of top-level football players
[11].
–
Coaches and performance staff should ensure
athletes receive appropriate nutritional and training
support whilst being aware of the unique demands the
individuals may face [12].
–
Elite athletes, especially those training for the
upcoming Olympics, need to balance and reschedule
their training regime to balance the risk of deconditioning
versus the risk of infection [13].
–
When elite sport re-builds post-COVID, there
should be a greater awareness of the difficulties faced
by sportswomen, and targeted action to tackle gender
inequality in sport [14].
–
Despite decreasing physical activity, the
university athlete performed physical activity at home
during confinement by COVID-19, harmonizing the time
in the learning processes in their future profession [15].
–
Indirect effects indicated that student-athletes’
change in athletic identity mediated the effects of
teammate social support on psychological well-being and
depression symptoms [16].
–
30-d of restrictions equally affect females and
males where the evident drop in MVPA (moderateto-vigorous physical activity) is seen in both genders.
However, active people decreased their physical activity
level during lockdown and the opposite pattern was
seen in non-active peers, where restrictions for them can
represent an opportunity to change their behavior in a
positive direction in order to gain better health status [17].
The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of
the detraining process caused by the COVID-19 pandemic
on the change-of-direction performance of fencers.

start

2m

finish
4m
Figure 1. 4-2-2-4-m shuttle test

7-m Repeat Lunge Ability Test (7-m RLA): During
the test, all the fencers’ backward and forward moves
were performed in the en-garde position. With the help
of electronic photocells (Fusion Sport, Smart Speed
Pro, Australia), as in the previous test, the system was
automatically activated when the fencers passed through
the photocells. The test started by going 7-m forward in
the en-garde position and performing the specific lunge
movement for fencing at the finish line. Afterwards, the
fencers came back 4-m and then moved 4-m forward
again, performing the lunge at the finish line. Fencers
repeated this move until they made a total of five lunges.
After making the fifth lunge to the target area, the fencers
stepped back 7-m to the starting line [19]. The test
illustrated in figure 2.
During the tests, the en-garde position, lunge, and the

Material and Methods
Participants
Fifteen fencers (11 males, 4 females) who participated
in the National Clubs Competition in the U17-20 age
categories in Turkey participated in this study. All
participants were high school students. Approval was
obtained by the Local Ethics Committee (Decision
number: 2020/26-60) for this study and the research
procedures were conducted in accordance with the
Helsinki Declaration’s human research ethical standards.
The participants were informed about the measurements
on the day of the study and verbal and written consents of
their parents and themselves were obtained.
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appropriateness of foot movements of the participants
were checked by an experienced trainer.

Version 20.0. Armonk, NY).
Results
Descriptive data on the body composition of the
fencers are presented as means and standard deviations
in Table 1.
Figure 3 displays the experimental data from the 4-22-4-m shuttle and 7-m RLA tests.
The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to determine
whether there was a statistically significant mean difference
between the 4-2-2-4-m shuttle pre and post-tests. The
assumption of normality was violated as assessed using
the Shapiro-Wilk test (p =0.011). The Wilcoxon signedrank test showed that a detraining effect, a statistically
significant change in the 4-2-2-4-m shuttle test (z=-3.351,
p=0.001, r=-0.865). The result shows that the participants
were slower in the post 4-2-2-4-m shuttle test (6.43±0.54
sec) compared with the pre-test (5.84±0.33 sec).
The paired-samples t-test was used to determine
whether there was a statistically significant mean
difference between the 7-m RLA pre and post-tests. Data
are mean ± standard deviation unless otherwise stated.
Two outliers were detected that were more than 1.5
box-lengths from the edge of the box in a boxplot. An
inspection of their values revealed them not to be extreme

start
finish

7m
Figure 2. 7-m repeat lunge ability test
Statistical Analysis
Basic descriptive analyses were performed. Results
were presented mean and standard deviation. The
normality of the variables was studied using the ShapiroWilk test. The paired-samples t-test was used for
normally distributed data (7-m RLA, mass, BMI), and the
Wilcoxon test was used for data that did not show normal
distribution (4-2-2-4-m shuttle, age, height). The value of
p was considered to p<0.05. All analyses were performed
using the IBM SPSS Statistics 20 program (IBM Corp.
Released 2017. IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows,
Table 1. Anthropometric Characteristics of the Fencers
Parameters

n

Age (year)
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)

15
15
15

Pre-Test
Mean±SD
14.60±1.51
167.20±8.12
60.65±9.04

Body mass index (kg/m²)

15

21.74±2.87

Post-Test
Mean±SD
15.75±1.51
170.30±7.68
65.16±10.83

Detraining

22.40±2.93

NOTE. **p≤0.001, *p<0.05
25

22,38

23,32

20

Sec.

15

10
5,84

6,43

5

0

4-2-2-4-m Shuttle Test

7-m RLA Test

Pre Test

Post Test

** p≤0.001, *p<0.05
Figure 3. 4-2-2-4-m and 7-m RLA test results
6

p
0.001*
0.001*
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so they were kept in the analysis. The assumption of
normality was not violated, as assessed using the ShapiroWilk test (p=0.651).
Participants were slower in the post 7-m RLA
test (23.32±2.21 sec.) as compared with the pre-test
(22.38±1.58 sec), a statistically significant performance
decrease of -0.94 (95% CI: -1.58 to -0.30 sec), t(14)=
-3.166, p=0.007, d=0.816.

addition to techniques such as fencing, there is a need to
keep agility-change of direction performance at a high
level. And this study showed that fencers’ branch-specific
test performance was negatively affected by a long-term
detraining period. Significant differences occurred in both
sprint and agility performance in the period of detraining
compared with the active period during the season.
Ross and Leveritt [22] presented supportive results by
finding that the detraining period caused a loss of speed
and power at a distance of 10-20-m. These results may
be explained by the lack of muscle activation during the
untrained period.
There are also studies in the literature showing that the
detraining period does not negatively affect performance
parameters. For example, Pereira et al. [23] found higher
countermovement jump performance and no significant
changes for 10-m sprint velocity and 1RM leg press in
soccer players after a 26-day detraining period. There
are even studies in the literature claiming that a shortterm detraining period can be beneficial for anaerobic
performance improvement [24, 25]. However, it can
be noted that for long-term detraining, the probability
of unaffected performance decreases as the detraining
time increases. Interruption of training can also affect
the skeletal muscle’s ability for maximal voluntary
contraction. These effects can be explained by evaluating
some variables such as muscle fiber type and muscle
cross-sectional area together [26]. It was also shown
that tendon structure and morphology were negatively
affected by interrupted training loads [27]. Preserving
joint structures can also be difficult with the effect of
inactivity [28]. Due to all these possible effects, it will
be beneficial for athletes who are exposed to long-term
detraining to continue regular exercise to reduce the rate
of losses.

Discussion
The present study was designed to investigate the
effects of the long-term detraining period caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic on fencers’ change-of-direction
performance. This study indicates that fencers’ changeof-direction performance decreased after the long-term
detraining period. These findings showed that interrupted
training for 31 weeks led to a drop off in some training
gains that developed in the competition season.
Previous studies provided important information about
the negative effects of detraining periods on performance
parameters [10-17]. For example, Morais et al. [19]
investigated the effect of an 11-week detraining period on
some athletic performance components of swimmers and
they found impaired performance. In another study, the
participants were semi-professional football players who
experienced 89 days of detraining due to the COVID-19
pandemic. After detraining, there were significant
decreases in body muscle mass, peak power, and average
power [20]. Blocquiaux, et al. [21] found that the
detraining period caused a loss of strength and power
(5-15%) and a decrease in the number of satellite cells
and cross-sectional area in type 2 fibrils. The detraining
time in the current study was longer than in these studies.
Therefore, the decreases of the branch-specific changeof-direction tests are not surprising. Nevertheless, it is an
important finding that there were significant decreases in
both tests, although there were differences in both time
and fencing-specific movements in the two tests.
The 4-2-2-4-m shuttle test is related to the ability
to change direction and in terms of total distance and
movement pattern, it meets its energy requirement from
adenosine triphosphate-creatine phosphate (ATP-CP)
reserves. The 7-m RLA test includes the skills of speed
endurance and agility. It also includes the application of
the lunge movement, which is frequently used in fencing.
Although there were differences in energy metabolism
and load, negative results were seen in the results of
both tests during the detraining period. The change-ofdirection parameter directly affects fencing competition
performance and is related to muscle strength and power.
It is also a major factor for fencers in defensive action or
who get into the required distance for offensive action to
score (touche) against the opponent.
In a branch that requires strength and power in

Conclusion
Many athletes had to interrupt their training due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Many athletes could not fulfill the
principle of regular progressive loading, which is one of
the principles of training planning, and within the limits
of the organism’s ability to load. If this compulsory break
passes 4 weeks, many skills acquired through training
begin to be lost. It is recommended that trainers and
conditioners prepare additional fitness training programs
for the retraining season to eliminate the losses and
return fencers to their previous performance. In addition,
if similar compulsory breaks have to be experienced in
the future, basic training programs should be created for
fencers to perform these alone and in any place, such as
at home.
Conflicts of Interest
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Keywords

The aim of this research was to examine The effect of depression among taekwondo students and its
relationship with negative events due to COVID-19 in Mazandaran University.
This research was conducted on the appropriate sample of 116 Taekwondo students from Mazandaran
university, being 18-24 years old. The applied measure instruments were - Adolescent Perceived Events
Scale, Automatic Thoughts Questionnaire, General Self-Efficacy Scale, Confrontation with Stressing
Situation Questionnaire, Social Support Questionnaire, Children’s Depression Rating Scale-demonstrated
satisfactory reliability. The data was processed using descriptive parameters, Pearson’s correlation
coefficient and hierarchy regression analysis & SPSS23 software.
Achieved results didn’t show that predictor variables (common automatic thoughts, the sense of general
self-efficiency, confrontation strategies and perceived support of family, coach and team peers) are the
cause of the common negative events due to COVID-19 and depression relations of Taekwondo students
in the middle period of adolescence.
On contrary, the results have emphasized the fact that mutual relations of common negative events and
depression of Taekwondo students, in this young category, can be explained using independent variables
(unwilling unconscious negative thoughts, confrontation focused on feelings, as well as support of family,
coach and team peers).
negative events, depression, taekwondo, COVID-19, university students.

Introduction1
As the Covid-19 epidemic progressed, communities
and sports organizations stepped up their efforts to slow
the spread of the virus [1]. Imposition of lockdown
restrictions during the coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) pandemic was sudden and unprecedented
and dramatically changed the life of many people, as they
were confined to their homes with reduced movement and
access to sports center and fitness training facilities. To
this end, many sports organizations and leagues decided
to cancel all remaining competitions [2]. The disease also
had a widespread effect on organized group sports [3].
These conditions have affected the attitude, morale of
sports coaches and athletes [1]. The pandemic has led to
significant disconnections in society. An analysis of the
gaps between politics and science was undertaken Yian
Yin et al [4]. In the context of a pandemic, it has been
shown that there is a serious concern that unverified and
potentially incorrect scientific results may be accepted by
society and used in the political sphere.
The science of psychology concluded different field
and subjects and it is used to increase the life’s qualities.
Sports psychology is counted among the essential fields
of psychology and it endeavors to make the desired level
© Mohammadbagher Forghani Ozrudi, Somayeh Faghanpou,
Roghayeh Gholampour Goli, Leonid Podrigalo, 2021
doi:10.15561/20755279.2021.0102
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of athletes by using psychology facts [5, 6]. Today sports
psychologists’ endeavor to use the theories of psychology
in the fields of enthusiasm and motivation to bring the
level of the movements in the desired level. Plus, the
sports psychologists are researching on the effects of the
sports on the personality traits and in some exceptional
cases sport is used as a cure for mental disorder and
meditating [7]. Athletes can use this to discourage their
opponents and repel or decrease the mental pressure and
by using team guidance learn successful team skills. It
is clear that the rivalry between individual is the sports
competitive spirit. The studding of psychology and using
it in the field can be counted as an advantage to counter or
describe a move [8].
Despite the great importance and contemporary
status of everyday negative events and depression in
adolescence, which include major changes in cognitive,
social, and emotional level, in our country, they have been
relatively rarely investigated [9].
According to the available studies, in previous
research, this problem was studied in the last few decades
by a number of authors. Studies by Croatian authors
[10-13], emphasize that stress life events, including
war events, predict the formation and intensifying of
depression symptoms and other problems of adaptation
on the sample of adolescents. Moreover, in their research
[14, 15], believe that the accumulation of less significant
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life events represents better predictor of depression than
major life events, as well as the fact that the relationship
becomes stronger with the age.
In their studies [16, 17], concluded that the sensitivity
to the effects of life events is more intense in people,
resulting from increasing cognitive and emotional
maturity, romantic relationships, present and past negative
events, complex social situations and stress, which leads
to increase of the level of depression during the stressful
period of adolescence. According to a study [18], the
model of individual factors, such as cognition and coping,
social support and environment factor, permanently
become significant in prediction of depressive symptoms.
The results of the research conducted by [19, 20],
confirmed the hypothesis that negative cognitive
tendencies of adolescents, independently or in combination
with stress, contribute to their current depression. The
research conducted by [15], suggests that the depressed
persons in adolescence are unable to successfully affect
their daily negative events.
In their studies [18, 21], found out that adolescents
coping skills with stress contributes to the prediction
of depression symptoms and the interpretation of the
relation of stress and adaptation. It is assumed that badly
developed strategies or predominant use of inadequate
skills, individually and interacted with stress, are
especially harmful to the mental health of adolescents.
Also, according to research [22], social support of
parents, peers and teachers, is negatively interrelated with
depression symptoms.
The COVID-19 pandemic had a strong influence
on the conditions for the preparation of athletes and the
education of students. This is confirmed by many studies
in which the following areas are highlighted:
1. Depression among students during the COVID-19
pandemic:
– With the MVC (Mindfulness Virtual Community)
intervention, there were significantly reduced
depression and anxiety symptoms but no significant
effect on perceived stress [23].
– Learning through online platforms have given
rise to depression and anxiety disorders among
undergraduate university students, where there was
a significant correlation between student satisfaction
and prevalence of depression, anxiety, and stress [24].
– Despite medical students’ knowledge of disease
control and prevention, their lives were greatly
affected by social distancing, especially in the Wuhan
epicenter. Even well-informed students needed
psychological support during these extraordinarily
stressful times [25].
2. Physical activity of students and training of
taekwondo athletes during the COVID-19:
– Despite decreasing physical activity, the university
athlete performed physical activity at home during
confinement by COVID-19, harmonizing the time in
the learning processes in their future profession [26].
– Public campaigns and media-based interventions
encouraging home-based physical activities should

be promoted to attenuate the impact of lockdown
measures during a pandemic [27].
– The feedback from the participants in the online
tournament clearly indicate that such an event can
and must be used in order to maintain motivation in
athletes. Such an event cannot fully replace the “real”
competition, but it is essential under the conditions of
social isolation [28].
– In the Taekwondo field, distance training proved
to be a promising practice for the conducting of all
theoretical and some practical classes for the officials
in the country. The studies conducted allow us to
conclude that during the COVID-19 pandemic it is
possible to use modern technical means and methods
successfully in order to involve athletes, coaches and
officials with sports activities [29].
– Most of the students switched to online trainings under
the social distancing rules and local lockdowns. Still,
after the end of the lockdown not many taekwondo
practitioners returned to normal activities. A plausible
explanation of these reduced numbers is that parents
and students are still afraid of getting infected with
the COVID-19 [30].
– Developed new some high-intensity interval training
(HIIT) recommendations for Olympic combat sports
athletes that can be performed at home. The HIIT
protocols should be added by body mass-based
muscle strengthening exercises (similar to technical
exercises), with the goal to preserve athletes’ muscle
mass and physical fitness [31].
A review of previous research shows obvious lack
of research papers on the correlation of negative events,
unconscious thoughts, self-efficacy, coping skills and
social support on depression of Taekwondo students. It is
evident that various factors influence the relationship of
life events and depressive symptoms among adolescents,
i.e. They can absorb or amplify the effects of stress for
them. Therefore, it can be assumed that if Taekwondo
students experience numerous negative events, have low
level of self-efficacy, and do not receive suitable social
support and do not apply positive successful ways of
coping, they feel more depression symptoms. In addition,
it can be assumed that the prediction variables of cognition,
coping and perceived social support, can be transformed
under the influence of stressful life events and act as a set
of stress influences on depression variable of Taekwondo
students in the middle adolescence. Acceptance or
rejection of the hypothesis, and statistical relevance of
the obtained coefficients, will be calculated with a critical
value and the probability of error of less than 5%.
The above review of relevant references indicates
the complexity of the problem. The fact the relationship
of phenomenon of daily negative events and depression
in adolescents has been investigated worldwide. Due
to the fact that correlation regression relationships
between everyday negative events and depression in
the sports population, have not been found in previous
research studies, it is extremely important to empirically
investigate this phenomenon, which will lead to its
11
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complete understanding. Therefore, in order to obtain new
information, i.e. a clear picture of whether the negative
repeating day after day can be a predictor depression
model, we need to conduct the research on the sample
Taekwondo students. Accordingly, the aim of this study
was: a) to examine the effects of the interaction of negative
events, unconscious thoughts, self-efficacy, coping skills
and social support on depression of Taekwondo students
and b) to investigate if automatic thoughts, self-efficacy,
coping skills and social support mediate in the relations
of negative events and depression in the adolescent
population of Taekwondo students.
Finally, we should emphasize the fact that it is still
known about the relationship between the phenomena of
everyday negative events and depression in sports, i.e.
taekwondo population. Investigation of these problems
may have important methodological and theoretical
applications. Therefore, this study is very important, since
it has been one of the first empirical studies of the given
topic in our country on the sample of Taekwondo students.
Hypothesis. Does due COVID-19, affect to
relationship effect of depression with negative events
among taekwondo students؟
Materials and Methods
Participants
The study involved 116 Taekwondo students, aged 18
to 24 years in the Mazandaran universities. All subjects had
at least five years of systematic and organized Taekwondo
students training and competition. The examinees had
been informed about the aim of the research, before the
implementation of survey. They were asked to participate
and explained that they have the right to give up due to
COVID-19 whenever they want.
Research Design
Participation in the survey was voluntary. It was
conducted by the authors of this paper with the permission
of Taekwondo student’s university clubs. The study
was conducted in groups during regular trainings due to
COVID-19. Group size varied from 20 to 30 examinees.
Filling out the questionnaire, on average, took about
60 min prior to a survey, the examinees were informed
about the research and the ay of data safety protection,
after which they signed an agreement on participation
in the study. Their task was to circle the appropriate
number on the scales. After a review of test materials,
seven questionnaires which did not conclude answers to
all items were discarded, so that the monitoring of the
program included the final sample of 116 Taekwondo
students.
The measuring instrument is an adaptation of the
Adolescent Perceived Events Scale- Apes (α=0.89),
which was made by Kurtović [11], Croatian translation
of the Automatic Thoughts Questionnaire (α=0.97) –
ČUPAM by Hollon & Kendall [32], which estimates
some cognitive aspects of depression by Proroković &
Zelić [32], modified version of the questionnaire (α=0.87)
by Sorić & Proroković [22]. The measuring instrument
Ivanov & Penezić [34] consists of 10 items for which
12

the examinee assesses the extent to which general and
stable sense of their own success in dealing with a variety
of stressful situations relates to them. The examinees
determined the importance of each value on five-level
Liquert’s scale, ranging from 1 (absolutely untrue for me)
to 5 (absolutely true for me), with the possible range of
scores from 10 to 50. Reliability of the scale measured by
Cronbach alpha coefficient is.
Conducted factor analysis – applying main
components analysis (Varimax rotation and the KaiserGuttman criterion for factor extraction), confirmed the
tri-factor structure, which describes coping directed
to: problem (α=0.88), feelings (α=0.84) and avoidance
(α=0.87). The measuring instrument Hudek–Knežević
[35] is an adapted version of the Social Support Apraisal
Scale - SS, by Vaux and associates, which measures three
aspects of social support: the support of family, friends
and support at work. The questionnaire consists of 24
items, the answers are given at the five-level scale from
1 – absolutely untrue for me to 5 – absolutely true for
me, with the possible range of results from 24 to 120.
Applying main components analysis (Varimax rotation
and Kaiser-Guttman criterion for factor extraction),
three latent dimensions were isolated: support of the
family, friends and coaches. The coefficients of internal
consistency, Cronbach alpha, for individual subscales are
(α=0.89, α=0.92 and α=0.87), and it can be concluded that
certain statements reliably represent overall result of the
subscales.
Croatian version of this measuring instrument by
Vulić-Prtorić [36] contains 26 sets of 3 three items
covering the visible symptoms of depression (sadness,
sleep disorders, appetite loss, suicidal ideas, etc. The
strength of a symptom is changed within each set of items,
and the examinee selects one of the proposed sentences
that describe how he felt in the last two days. Answers are
scored with 0, 1 or 2 points, and the results ranges from
0 to 54 points, whereas a higher score indicates greater
depression.
Statistical Analysis
Total result is calculated as a linear combination of all
answers. Cronbach reliability coefficient was (α=0.88).
For analyzing the data, we used Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Test for checking data normality, hypothesizes were
tested by using Pearson’s correlation, and regression test
(p≤0.05), by SPSS23 software.
Results
The result of this indicates the fact that the distribution
of the results in this test does not deviate significantly
from a normal Gaussian distribution (p>0.20). Descriptive
data on the measured variables in the survey sample are
presented in Table 1a, 1b. Based on the distribution of
values of arithmetic means and standard deviations, it is
evident that the majority of junior Taekwondo sportsmen
exhibit lower levels of depression, negative events due to
COVID-19 and negative subconscious thoughts without
volition.
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Table 1a. Descriptive parameters on the subscales of measuring instruments
ITEMS
Negative events due to COVID-19
Automatic thoughts
Self-efficacy
Coping directed to a problem

MIN
19.00
29.00
9.00
15.00

MAX
75.00
145.00
49.00
80.00

AS
37.98
60.02
37.00
54.97

SD
9.28
24.01
5.99
8.72

Table 1b. Descriptive parameters on the subscales of measuring instruments
Items
Coping directed to a problem
Coping focused on emotions
Coping by avoidance
Family support
Friend support
Support of a coach
Depression

MIN
15.00
17.00
14.00
10.00
9.00
7.00
0.01

MAX
80.00
84.00
66.00
75.00
39.00
38.00
49.00

AS
54.97
52.03
44.05
36.00
32.96
24.95
13.02

SD
8.72
11.00
9.11
5.97
5.44
5.99
7.22

2

3

4

-0.38***
-0.38***
-0.17**
0.57***

0.59***
-21**

0.13**

Table 2a. Pearson’s correlation coefficients between examined variables
Items
Negative events due to COVID-19
Automatic thoughts
Self-efficacy
Self-efficacy
Coping directed to a problem
Coping focused on emotions

1
0.52***
-0.05
-0.05
-0.05
0.40***

Significance level **p < .01; ***p < .05
Table 2b. Pearson’s correlation coefficients between examined variables
ITEMS

1

2

3

4

5

6

Coping by avoidance

0.05

-0.05

0.29

0.41

0.20

-

Family support

-0.40

-0.29

0.31

0.19

0.05

0.17

-

Friend support

-0.14

-0.19

0.29

0.30

-0.05

0.38

0.40

-

Support of a coach

-0.29

-0.24

0.25

0.24

0.05

0.13

0.27

0.19

-

Depression

0.50

0.69

-0.41

-0.25

0.45

-0.12

-0.25

-0.26

-0.28

Table 2a, 2b shows positive and negative
intercorrelations of the measured variables. By examining
the table, it was observed that all the tested variables
showed a significant linear correlation with depression in
the assumed directions. Low and moderate nonzero values
of Pearson’s correlation coefficients were in range of (r=0.17) for Coping by avoidance, to (r=0.67) for negative
automatic thoughts. Taking into account the obtained
values of the variables, prediction of an examined variable
according to the test results of the second variable, with
estimation error of (p>0.95), can be expected.
In order to test the interaction of predictor variables
(negative events with negative unconscious thoughts
without conscious volition, self-efficacy, problem focused
coping, emotion and avoidance, as well as the support
of family, the Taekwondo sportsmen from the club and
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the coach), and the criterion of depression, in addition
to correlation aspect, a series of hierarchical regression
analysis was conducted. In the first step of each analysis,
the predictors are categorized (Negative events and one
of the possible moderators), and in the 2nd step, their
mutual influence, in order to check whether it predicts
the interaction of criterion variable of depression after
controlling the effect of predictor in the first step (Table
3a, 3b).
After examining the significant nonzero beta
coefficients beta in the cells of the matrix, at the level
of significance (p <.05), it is obvious that nonmutual
effect showed significant effects on the criterion variable
depression, except marginally significant effect of
mutual influence of negative events, family support, and
Taekwondo sportsmen from the club. It did not confirm
13
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Table 3a. Hierarchical regression analysis for depression criterion variable
ITEMS
Automatic thoughts
1. Step Negative events due to COVID-19
Automatic thoughts
2. step Negative events due to COVID-19 x Аutomatic thoughts
Self-efficacy
1. Step Negative events due to COVID-19
Self-efficacy
2. Step Negative events due to COVID-19 x Self-efficacy
Coping focused on a problem
1. Step Negative events due to COVID-19
Coping focused on a problem
2. step Negative events due to COVID-19 x Coping focused on a problem

R

R²

SS

0.69

0.57

0.69

0.57

0.19
0.59
0.03

0.60

0.36

0.60

0.36

0.49

0.29

0.49

0.29

0.51***
-0.19***
0.02

R

R²

SS

0.60

0.29

0.60

0.29

0.28***
0.29***
0.05

0.52

0.26

0.52

0.26

0.56

0.31

0.56

0.31

0.53

0.26

0.53

0.26

0.49

0.30

0.49

0.07

0.52***
-0.29***
0.01

Significance level***p < .05
Table 3b. Hierarchical regression analysis for depression criterion variable
ITEMS
Coping focused on emotions
1. step Negative events due to COVID-19
Coping focused on emotions
2. step Negative events due to COVID-19 x Coping focused on emotions
Coping by avoidance
1. step Negative events due to COVID-19
Coping by avoidance
2. step Negative events due to COVID-19 x Coping by avoidance
Family support
1. step Negative events due to COVID-19
Family support
2. step Negative events due to COVID-19 x Family support
Friend support
1. step Negative events due to COVID-19
Friend support
2. step Negative events due to COVID-19 x Friend support
Support of a coach
1. step Negative events due to COVID-19
Support of a coach
2. step Negative events due to COVID-19 x Support of a coach

0.50***
-0.15***
0.05
0.39***
-0.19***
0.05
0.47***
-0.20
0.05
0.41***
0.30
0.05

Significance level ***p < .05
the hypothesis that these factors adjust effects of negative
events on depression criteria.
In order to define if the individual variable represents
a mediator between the predictor and criterion [26]
consider it is necessary to fulfill three conditions: (1) a
predictor must predict the mediator, (2), the mediator
must predict the criterion variable after the verification of
the predictor, and (3) the mediator must be introduced in
the final step of the hierarchical regression analysis. The
14

effect of the independent variables in the interpretation of
the variance of criterion variable should not be statistically
significant. Thus, if the impact of the predictor is greater
than zero, but not statistically significant, then it comes to
a complete mediator, and if the effect of predictors fell to
a lower level, but it is still statistically significant, then it
comes to a partial mediator.
Table 4 shows the results of the regression analyses
used to investigate the first precondition, i.e. whether the
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Table 4. Contribution of a to the criterion
ITEMS
Automatic thoughts
Self-efficacy
Coping focused on a problem
Coping focused on emotions
Coping by avoidance
Family support
Friend support
Support of a coach

R
0.51
0.05
0.03
0.40
0.08
0.43
0.15
0.35

R²
0.19
0.01
0.01
0.12
0.03
0.16
0.00
0.09

SS
0.50
-0.07
-0.03
0.41
0.07
-0.40
-0.15
-0.36

P
0.05
0.17
0.12
-0.05
0.13
0.05
0.05
0.05

Table 5. Contribution of negative events to depression
PREDICTORS
1. step
Negative events due to COVID-19
2. step
Negative events due to COVID-19
Automatic thoughts
Coping focused on emotions
Family support
Friend support
Support of a coach

R

R²

SS

P

0.50

0.26

0.50***

0.50***

0.03
0.48***
-0.20***
-0.18***
-0.09*
-0.22***

0.08
0.41***
0.19**
-0.16***
-0.07*
-0.20***

0.80

0.08

Significance level *p < .05, ***p < .01
predictor - negative events - predicts criterion variables:
unconscious thoughts without conscious volition, selfefficacy, and the occurrence of observance and support
of the family, Taekwondo sportsmen from club and the
coach.
Bearing in mind the established fact that negative
events predicted unconscious thoughts without conscious
volition, coping focused on emotions and social support,
further analysis in the second step was carried out at the
level of significance (p<0.05) only with the unconscious
thoughts, coping directed to feelings, family support,
support of Taekwondo sportsmen from the club and the
coach. In order to control the second and the third step
[37] claim that applied hierarchical regression analysis
represents the precondition for defining if a certain
variable represents a mediator in relation to a predictor
and criterion, whereas negative events belong to the first
step and Coping focused on emotions, and social support
belong to the second step in order to control if relations
of negative events and depression are completely caused
by these variables. Depression is actually caused by
multiple agents, whereas it is assumed that incomplete
agents for particular mediators would be obtained. In
addition, due to the mutual dependency between the
mediators, there is greater possibility of false mutual
relationships between variables. Thus, in the second step
of hierarchical regression analysis partial variables that
represent important predictors of depression are noticed,
which draws attention to their intermediate effects (Table
5).

A review of statistically significant nonzero beta
coefficients, in the second step of hierarchical regression
analysis of predictor variables (the unconscious mind
without conscious volition, coping focused on feelings,
family support, support of Taekwondo sportsmen from the
club and the coach) indicated a significant partial effect
in the interpretation of the variance of depression. At the
same time, the impact of negative events in explaining the
variance of depression after the introduction of additional
independent variables (unconscious thoughts without
conscious volition, coping directed to feelings and social
support) in the analysis, is not statistically significant for
the whole.
Taekwondo player’s population. From the point
of view of the regression analysis, the results are
reliable suggested that the linear correlation between
the variables of negative events and depression, on the
examined sample, was mediated by independent variables
(unconscious thoughts without conscious volition, coping
focused on feelings, family support, support of Taekwondo
sportsmen from the club and the coach).
Discussion
The relevance of the study of the relationship between
the consequences of COVID-19 and changes in the
psycho-emotional and physical spheres is proved in the
study by Anyan et al [38]. It was found that a decrease
in physical activity increased the risk of symptoms
of anxiety and depression. An important factor in the
protection of mental health was the level of resistance to
15
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adverse factors.
These findings do not confirm the hypothesis that the
unconscious thoughts, a sense of general self-efficacy,
coping skills and support of family, Taekwondo sportsmen
from the club and the coach, coordinate relations between
daily negative events and depression of Taekwondo
sportsmen in middle adolescence. On the contrary, the
results hypothetically draw attention to the fact that the
dependence of negative events and depression that occur
every day is achieved by negative thoughts, coping
focused on feelings, family support, support from the
Taekwondo sportsmen from the club and the coach.
However, we could be cautious in the interpretation of
this new information, since we investigated frequency
of everyday psychological discomfort which is typical
for the middle period of adolescence in a population of
athletes. Having considered that experienced verification
of such events was not investigated, it can be complex to
come to a conclusion whether the amount and frequency
of negative events predict depression in junior Taekwondo
sportsmen and whether these relations can be interpreted
by the main characteristics of the analyzed events.
Therefore, the hypothesis in this study that the
negative automatic thoughts and inactive forms of coping
with stress will be intensified, and that self-efficacy,
active forms of coping and social support will alleviate
the negative effects of the depression on Taekwondo
sportsmen, is not confirmed, since there were no
significant effects of mutual effects, although it turned out
that the aforementioned factors predict depressive marks.
Fraizer et al point out the fact that the intermediate
effects are best manifested when the agent is not
significantly associated with the predictor and criterion
[39]. Given the fact that all possible mediators are in a
significant correlation with the depression and automatic
thoughts, coping focused on emotions and social support
with negative events, it is likely that this can explain the
lack of expected related effects.
These authors consider it is likely that the unconscious
mind without conscious volition, self-efficacy, coping
strategies and social support, directly affect the depression,
regardless of the level of negative events. Therefore, it is
assumed that in the adolescent period of learning, coping
and social support are not yet developed enough in order
to stimulate the effects of stress, although to a certain
extent they influence the development of depression.
The first important finding relates to the fact that the
relations of negative events and depression are mostly
caused by negative thoughts, feelings caused by coping
and insufficient support of family, Taekwondo sportsmen
from the club and the coach.
According to a study Rose & Abramson [40], when
negative events occur (disappointment, loss, failure,
etc.) people are trying to understand the causes and
consequences, and by reproducing the thoughts that
are specific to these events, general cognitive style is
formed. In their research Garber & Flynn, [41], argue that
particularly unpleasant events can cause a comprehensive
sense of hopelessness and despair, and individuals who
16

believe they are subjects to these events, presumably
develop the sense of hopelessness and lack of self-esteem.
In a study Parker et al, [42], it was found that chronic
negative experiences in adolescence contribute to the
formation of negative cognition and depression in later
life.
In their study Wadsworth et al, [43] state that: a)
adolescents form abilities to apply coping skills during the
period of maturing, b) under the influence of experience,
their style of coping is subject to transformations,
c) responds to stress mediate between stress and
psychopathological symptoms and, therefore, later in life,
they mitigate the effects of chronic stress conditioned
by unfavorable socio-economic situation. However,
these findings did not determine whether the greater
amount of everyday psychological discomfort increases
an individual’s susceptibility to depression in the way it
influences their coping skills. Therefore, if adolescent
often experiences negative arousal, he will apply the
skills that would reduce it, and not the skills that would
adequately affect these negative events, particularly if
there is not enough control over these events. To some
extent it explains the interdependence between large
amounts of stress and higher levels of depression.
These findings have made clearer the fact that the
mutual relationship of negative events and depression is
caused by of lower perceived social support of parents,
the Taekwondo sportsmen from the club and the coach.
Interpersonal stressful events have the most intense
effects on mental health and emotional reactions, as it is
proved in Scott et al research [15].
The analysis of relationships can be used to assess
the condition of athletes, to predict their success. The
validity of the use of indices of physical development
[44], psychophysiological criteria [45] and biochemical
indicators [46] for forecasting in martial arts has been
confirmed.
The results of correlation and hierarchical regression
analysis in this study emphasize the fact that in the midadolescence of Taekwondo sportsmen, direct and indirect
relationships of negative events and depression should
be analyzed. Although there are many findings that draw
attention to the fact that depression may be the answer to
major negative events, it is assumed that the dependence
of everyday psychological discomfort with depression
is caused by negative experience, inactive coping and
insufficient social support. In fact, our findings especially
emphasize the fact that daily negative life events in
youthful age of Taekwondo sportsmen can lead to
depression.
Obtained results on the predictive function of negative
events, automatic thoughts, coping and social support
may contribute to the assessment of risk for development
of depressive symptoms, as well as in the planning
of therapeutic and preventive procedures for junior
Taekwondo sportsmen. At the same time, the hypothetical
findings about the possible ways in which negative
events affect depression, give valuable information about
the latent dimensions that should be taken into account
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with Taekwondo sportsmen who are under the stress.
However, it is important to draw attention to the fact that
the negative events variable in our research is only one
of the factors that can help in the prediction of negative
experience, coping and the perception of social support
with Taekwondo sportsmen in the middle adolescence.
The main limitation of our study is the investigation
of exclusively male examinees and the impossibility
of comparing the relations of analyzed variables and
depression in female adolescent Taekwondo players. Also,
intersection draft of our study does not allow drawing
conclusions on cause-and-effect relationships, as well as
the comparison of the levels of depression and negative
events with the senior Taekwondo sportsmen population.
From theoretical point of view, this correlationregression study enabled initial insight into the complex
interrelationships of different predictor variables (as
the cause), which may affect various components of
depression (as a result). In addition to scientific testing
of theoretical models, this work made possible a reliable
comparison with the results obtained in other European
countries, because a unique methodology that provides
a starting point for further quantitative analysis and
prediction of everyday negative events and depressive
symptoms in the population of athletes, was applied.
From a practical point of view, findings of the conducted
research could be particularly important in the diagnosis
of depressive symptoms in junior Taekwondo sportsmen.
It is important to emphasize the fact that our
transversal study had several methodological limitations
(relatively homogeneous sample, the lack of a theoretical
frame of reference and research in this area, the collection
of data in a very short period of time, the demographic
characteristics of the analyzed samples, and specific
sample of junior Taekwondo sportsmen). Therefore,
the possibility of interpretation and generalization of
the obtained results is partly limited, which reduces its
validity. Limitation is also applied to the sample selection
and the cooperation with them. Additional limitation
was related to the use of only questionnaires and selfassessment scales, so that in future studies it would be
necessary to include other measuring instruments, with
different types of stimuli, as well as techniques such as
assessment by peers and Taekwondo coach. Despite
the methodological limitations of this study and the

impossibility of explaining and generalization to the
entire population of Taekwondo sportsmen in Serbia, the
obtained results are indicative and indicate the need for
more extensive research in this area for a unique insight
into this issue.
The present study investigated the relationship of
predictor variables (negative events with the unconscious
thoughts without conscious volition, self-efficacy,
coping skills and social support) on depression of junior
Taekwondo sportsmen (as criterion).
The analysis of the obtained values of Cronbach alpha
coefficients of internal consistency, it was concluded that
the applied questionnaires and scales in this study showed
satisfactory homogeneity and can be considered a valid
measuring instruments for further use and standardization
in future theoretical and practical research of athletes in
our environment.
Applied correlation and regression models showed
with certainty level of 95% that on the one hand, the
predictors (automatic thoughts, feelings of general selfefficacy, coping strategies, and support of parents, peers
and the coach) affect the variability of the relations of
daily negative events and depression of junior Taekwondo
sportsmen. On the other hand, the results emphasize,
with a probability of error (p <0.05), that linear mutual
dependence of everyday negative events and depression
of Taekwondo sportsmen, aged 18-24 years, are generated
by independent variables of automatic thoughts, emotionoriented coping, family support, support of Taekwondo
sportsmen from the club and the coach.
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Physical activity (PA) is regarded as a critical component of a healthy lifestyle and disease prevention.
Different constraints placed upon social interaction and public spaces due to COVID-19 could decrease PA
and academic performance in physical education (PE) in student population. The purpose of the research
was to assess overall and sport/fitness PA level and academic performance in PE in a sample of university
students pre- to post-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Participants (n=209) – university students (19-20 years old). The overall period of the research is SeptemberDecember 2020. All participants (male–n=106 and female–n=103) were divided into approximately equal
groups: humanities students (male–MG-1, female–FG-1), medicine students (male–MG-2, female–FG-2),
technical students (male–MG-3, female–FG-3). The main research tools: modified student self-reported
questionnaire (on the base of IPAQ), academic grading (scores for self-completed PE tasks). In surveys,
all participants self-rated overall and sport/fitness PA level pre- to post-cancellation of face-to-face PE
classes. The participants had to complete 32 special PE tasks, during the research period. PE teachers rated
participants by a special grading scale.
For the male and female students’ groups there were no significant differences of overall PA, sport/fitness
PA level and academic performance in PE pre-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes. All participants
significantly (p≤0.05) decreased overall PA, sport/fitness PA level and academic performance in PE postcancellation. There was a significant (p≤0.05) large amount of overall PA level in MG-2 students and sport/
fitness PA level in MG-1 students’ post-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes. For the male students there
were no significant differences of grading in PE pre- to post-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes between
participants groups. There was a significant (p≤0.05) large amount of overall PA level post-cancellation of
face-to-face PE classes in FG-2 students. There was a significantly (p≤0.05) lower amount of sport/fitness
PA level post-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes in FG-3 students. There was a significant drop in
mean grading scores in PE post-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes in students. FG-2 participants had
significantly (p≤0.05) higher grading scores in PE post-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes.
The universities closure and cancellation of face-to-face PE classes due to the COVID-19 pandemic decreased
overall PA, sport/fitness PA level and academic performance in PE in all participants. It is important to note
that the proportional decrease in overall PA for the male students was actually large, then decrease in overall
PA for the female students was less. The findings highlight the need for active interventions of PA promotion
targeted at the student population in the context of self-isolation measures during the COVID-19 pandemic.
physical activity, student population, COVID-19 pandemic, face-to-face PE classes, student survey, academic
scores.

Introduction1
Physical activity (PA) is regarded as a critical
component of a healthy lifestyle and disease prevention.
Regular PA helps maintain a healthy weight, reduces the
risk of developing obesity, and strengthens the immune
system [1]; conversely, physical inactivity increases the
risk of many chronic diseases, such as hypertension,
coronary heart disease, stroke, diabetes, depression, and
risk of falls. A considerable amount of evidence suggests
that the level of subjectively and objectively measured
PA is in constant decline among young individuals [2,
© Aleksander Yu. Osipov, Tatyana I. Ratmanskaya, Elena A. Zemba,
Vladimir Potop, Mikhail D. Kudryavtsev, Roman S. Nagovitsyn, 2021
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3]. Researchers have identified that the prevalence of
physical inactivity was significantly higher among youth
compared to those individuals older than 25 years of age
[4]. It is known that young people spend more time on
electronic devices than other age groups [5, 6] that related
to several health risks in adulthood. Sedentary behaviour
is increasing among the youth population and is associated
with numerous unhealthy outcomes [7]. Furthermore,
the lack of physical activity is seen as a major threat for
cognitive health in young adults. Investigators state the
positive effects of PA interventions on cognitive outcomes
and academic performance in young adults (schoolers
and university students) [8]. Romanian scientists state
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that for trained student population, the overall level of
PA difference between males and females was around
64% in MET minutes per week (6583 for male and 4103
for female university students) [9]. The controversial
data on the PA level of Russian students are presented.
Some Russian researchers state that positive trends
engagement in regular PA in all age groups are recorded
lately, and the number of individuals (including university
students) regularly engaged in physical activities has been
increasing every year [10]. Other experts note the low
level of PA [11, 12] and physical fitness of students [13].
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is
an infectious disease caused by a novel form of a
coronavirus first discovered in 2019 and caused a global
pandemic in the world. This is a new treat that affects the
adaptive mechanisms of the human being what leads to
affecting world population [14]. To prevent the spread
of COVID-19, state and local governments enacted
numerous restrictions on human movement and physical
interactions. As a result, young individuals (school and
university students) no longer had access to based physical
activities such as physical education (PE), recess, youth
team sports, and walking to/from school/university [15,
16]. Youth team sports leagues cancelled all practices
and games. Investigators have possible that constraints
placed upon social interaction and public spaces due
to COVID-19 could decrease PA, increase sedentary
behaviour, and subsequently increase bodyweight of
different populations, including university students [17].
Home confinement could prevent students from achieving
the physical activity and sleep levels recommended for
their psychophysical health [18]. Ensuring sufficient
levels of PA and reducing sedentary time can play a vital
role in helping individuals to cope with a major stressful
event, such as the COVID-19 pandemic [19]. It is known
that PA induced anti-inflammatory cytokines production
such as IL-10 and IL-6 suggesting the protective role
of regular PA in viral infection and then in COVID-19
diseases [20].
Today there is an emerging body of scientific literature
examining the potential impact of the COVID-19 upon PA
of university students [21], but scientists still the need for
more research on this topic. Sallis et al, state that this type
of research is needed not only to inform better activity
recommendations during the COVID-19 pandemic but for
improved responses to similar events in the future [22].
The COVID-19 discontinue the classic style of higher
education, forcing the teachers and students to adopt
new methods of learning, which disrupt the learning
process involving human interaction and transfer it to
forced virtualization [23]. Investigators state that online
communication has gained value and will be invaluable
in new academic society during and post-COVID19.
Potential of today’s technological advances will enable
for a change in PE teaching and sports practice, PA level,
behaviour and quality of life of university students [24].
Investigators state that whole tertiary educational
system has been collapsed during the lockdown period of
the novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) across

the globe [25]. Online education (online learning) is one
popular method being used by universities in various
countries to meet the needs of social distancing during
the COVID-19 pandemic. The differences in academic
motivation between university students of traditional (inclassroom) and online (distance) education during the
COVID-19 pandemic were investigated. Malinauskas
& Pozeriene, point that online (distance) students
possess stronger intrinsic motivation in education than
traditional (in-classroom) students. These scientists
pointed that university students whose behaviour is
mostly internally regulated (or autonomous) have more
interest, confidence, persistence and better performance
than students who are mostly externally controlled [26].
Tilga et al, state that autonomy-supportive behaviour
was related to adolescents’ and youth leisure-time PA
participation. Scientists highlight the facilitative role
of autonomy-supportive behaviour in a PE context on
young individuals PA participation [27]. Nagovitsyn et al,
state that high positive impact of the motivational-value
attitude of university students to the implementation of
PA by methods of introducing interactive technologies
in theoretical and methodological exercises in the PE
courses in higher education [28]. Spanish investigators
conclude that COVID-19 confinement changed students’
learning strategies to a more continuous habit, improving
their efficiency. For this reason, better scores in students’
assessment are expected due to COVID-19 confinement
that can be explained by an improvement in their academic
performance [29].
However, Russian researchers state that during
distance learning in the framework of practical PE classes,
there is a significant decrease in students’ motivation to
engage in PE and sports in education [30]. It is known that
before the pandemic, most Russian university students
did not use online learning in PE [31]. Investigators point
to significant resistance of some PE teachers in terms of
transition to distance learning models. The most of PE
teachers consider direct contact between the teacher and
student a necessary condition for successful learning [32].
Lavrin et al, point that most Ukrainian students supports
the traditional form of PE classes in higher education
[33]. Ukrainian investigators state that PE teachers were
not prepared to conduct PE classes in optimal physical
conditions during the COVID-19 pandemic and were not
able to provide alternative, interesting for students, forms
and ways of organizing individual fitness training that
would allow maintaining morphofunctional indicators of
physical health [34]. Romanian investigators highlighted
that most of students were satisfied with the measures
taken by the university during the lockdown period and
the way the teaching-learning-assessment process in PE
took place [35]. Borodavko et al, concluded that neither
teachers nor students were ready for the transformation
that took place in the field of education. The problems
faced by the participants in the online educational process
are both technical and psychological [36]. Questionnaires
and surveys of Russian students show that distance
learning negatively influenced the usual daily routine,
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level of daily PA, as well as vision and well-being [37].
In order to assess the academic performance in PE
and PA level of university students during the COVID-19
pandemic in comparison with their previous PA habits, a
research investigating their PA level and mean grading
scores in PE pre to post-cancellation of face-to-face
PE classes was designed. We hypothesized that all
participants would report reduced overall PA and sport/
fitness PA level. Furthermore, because male students tend
to be more physically active than female students, we
hypothesized a greater reduction in overall PA and sport/
fitness PA level for female students versus male students.
Also we hypothesized that the academic performance
of all participants will not significantly change postcancellation of face-to-face PE classes.
The purpose of this research was to assess overall and
sport/fitness PA level and academic performance in PE in
a sample of university students pre- to post-cancellation of
face-to-face PE classes due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Materials and Methods.
Participants
The university students (19-20 years old) male
(n=424) and female (n=411) participated in this study.
All ethical principles were observed. The research did not
include any experiments involving human or biological
human samples. All participants gave informed consent
to participate in the research and publish the results. The
research complied with the Declaration of Helsinki and
was approved by the ethics commission of the Institute
of Physical Culture, Sport and Tourism (Siberian Federal
University) in Russian Federation.
Research design
The bases of the research – large universities of the
Russian Federation: Siberian Federal University (SFU),
Prof. Voyno-Yasenetsky Krasnoyarsk State Medical
University (KSMU) and Reshetnev Siberian State
University of Science and Technology (RSSU). The
overall research period was four months (SeptemberDecember 2020). At the first stage, the link to the survey
was sent to potential participants between 8/28/20 and
9/12/20. In this survey, all respondents self-rated overall
and sport/fitness PA level pre-cancellation of faceto-face PE classes. Any participant that was missing
information for one or more of the items of interest in
the survey (i.e., PA level pre-cancellation of face-toface PE classes, gender, age) was removed from the
research. The final sample was n=209 (n=106 male and
n=103 female). All participants (males and females) were
divided into approximately equal groups at the second
stage of the research (between 9/12/20 and 12/28/20). The
participant groups: SFU male students (MG-1), KSMU
male students (MG-2), RSSU male students (MG-3). SFU
female students (FG-1), KSMU female students (FG-2),
RSSU female students (FG-3). SFU students studied
humanities, KSMU students studied medicine and RSSU
students studied technical specialties and engineering.
The main research tools: modified student self-reported
questionnaire (IPAQ), academic grading (scores for self22

completed PE tasks).
The PA level of all participants was evaluated using
International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ) in
its modified version for this research (We have highlighted
the questions for evaluating overall PA level and sport/
fitness PA level for participants in the research period. We
didn’t include in the questionnaire points for evaluating
PA mobility, PA home and PA at work in connection with
the pandemic). Administering the questionnaire to the
participants took place trice, with an interval of one month
(so that mean performance can be calculated). In each
survey, all participants self-rated overall and sport/fitness
PA level post-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes.
The IPAQ results are presented in the spent total time of
PA (minutes). Some participants had difficulty counting
results at the MET (metabolic equivalent of task). Also,
a more reliable comparison with data of other scientists
(represented in time spent - minutes) was necessary.
All participants had to receive special PE tasks in the
electronic educational environment of universities. All
students had to send completed PE tasks to teachers for
verification. The participants had to complete 32 special
PE tasks, during the research period (two PE tasks per
each week). Each PE task included theoretical material
(questions or a test) and PE practice (performing physical
exercises and movements). PE teachers rated participants
by a five-score scale: 1 – bad score (not submitted
PE task), 2 – low score (significant lack of theoretical
information and significant errors in the technique of
performing physical exercises), 3 – moderate score (some
lack of theoretical information / delay in sending the PE
task or significant errors in the technique of performing
physical exercises), 4 – good score (insignificant lack of
theoretical information or minor errors in the technique of
performing physical exercises), 5 – excellent score (full
theoretical information and no errors in the technique
of performing physical exercises) for each completed
PE task. We compared the participants’ mean scores in
PE with their mean scores’ pre-cancellation of face-toface PE classes (the grades were taken from the official
university academic records).
Statistical Analysis
The collected data were analysed using IBM
SPSS Statistics for Windows 20.0 (Armonk, NY: IBM
Corp.). All rates were expressed as means and standard
deviations (SD). The reliability of differences in the
findings was determined using the one-factor ANOVA
test for independent measures (including post hoc Tukey
HSD). The one-factor ANOVA test for repeated measures
was performed to examine changes in time (pre- and postcancellation) indicators of the research. A p value of ≤0.05
was considered statistically significant.
Results
For the male university students there were no
significant differences of overall PA and sport/fitness PA
level pre-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes. There
was a significant (p≤0.05) changes in overall PA and sport/
fitness PA post-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes
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between participants groups. There was a significant
(p≤0.05) large amount of overall PA level post-cancellation
of face-to-face PE classes in MG-2 students. There were
no differences of this indicator between MG-1 and MG-3
students. There was a significant (p≤0.05) large amount
of sport/fitness PA level post-cancellation of face-to-face
PE classes in MG-1 students. There were no differences
of this rate between MG-2 and MG-3 students. For the
male participants there were no significant differences
of grading in PE pre- to post-cancellation of face-to-face
PE classes between groups. The overall findings of the
research for the male students are presented in Table 1.
There were no significant differences of overall PA
and sport/fitness PA level pre-cancellation of face-toface PE classes for the female university students. There
was a significant (p≤0.05) changes in overall PA level
and sport/fitness PA level post-cancellation of face-toface PE classes between participants groups. There was a
significant (p≤0.05) large amount of overall PA level postcancellation of face-to-face PE classes in FG-2 students.
There were no differences of this indicator between FG-1
and FG-3 students. There was a significantly (p≤0.05)
lower amount of sport/fitness PA level post-cancellation

of face-to-face PE classes in FG-3 students. There were
no differences of this rate between FG-1 and FG-2
students. For the female students there were no significant
differences of grading in PE pre-cancellation of face-toface PE classes between groups. There was a significant
(p≤0.05) difference of grading in PE post-cancellation of
face-to-face PE classes between participants groups. FG-2
participants had significantly (p≤0.05) higher grading
scores in PE post-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes.
There were no differences of this indicator between FG-1
and FG-3 students. The overall findings of the research
for the female students are presented in Table 2.
There were a significant (p≤0.05) changes in academic
performance in PE post-cancellation of face-to-face PE
classes and universities closure in all participants. There
was a significant drop in mean grading scores in PE
post-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes in student
population. Full information about the changes of mean
grading scores in PE in participants pre- and postcancellation of face-to-face PE classes is presented in Fig.
1 (male participants) and in Fig. 2 (female participants).

Table 1. Mean PA rates and grading in PE pre- and post-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes for male participants.
Participants – male students (n=106)
MG-1 (n=35)
MG-2 (n=35)
Self-rated PA level (minutes per week)
Overall PA (A1)
5116.62±285.17
5089.48±238.36
Overall PA (A2)
2651.34±322.25
2868.51±266.43*
Sport/fitness PA (A1) 848.75±105.39
837.46±95.21
Sport/fitness PA (A2) 306.12±45.23*
271.43±42.36
Mean scores for completed PE tasks
Grading in PE (B1)
4.27±0.45
4.14±0.34
Grading in PE (B2)
3.78±0.41
3.62±0.36
Indicators

MG-3 (n=36)

p≤

5095.42±304.11
2634.75±267.39
839.59±102.46
273.49±38.27

0.873286
0.000144
0.912032
0.004555

4.21±0.39
3.65±0.44

0.281290
0.075035

Note: * – p≤0.05 – (significance level); MG-1 - SFU male students; MG-2 - KSMU male students; MG-3 - RSSU male
students; A1 – self-rated PA level (pre-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes); A2 – self-rated PA level (post-cancellation
of face-to-face PE classes); B1 – mean scores (pre-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes); B2 – mean scores (postcancellation of face-to-face PE classes).
Table 2. Mean PA rates and grading in PE pre- and post-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes for female participants.
Participants – female students (n=103)
FG-1 (n=35)
FG-2 (n=34)
Self-rated PA level (minutes per week)
Overall PA (A1)
2853.62±374.51
2826.39±352.26
Overall PA (A2)
2129.55±283.28
2427.46±307.28*
Sport/fitness PA (A1) 504.62±72.34
495.51±79.42
Sport/fitness PA (A2) 297.39±45.57
294.38±39.23
Mean scores for completed PE tasks
Grading in PE (B1)
4.26±0.39
4.35±0.47
Grading in PE (B2)
3.95±0.34
4.17±0.32*
Indicators

FG-3 (n=34)

p≤

2851.13±306.29
2096.78±259.34
497.85±64.26
263.61±35.41*

0.887076
0.000021
0.817412
0.001150

4.24±0.34
3.86±0.41

0.922690
0.000196

Note: * – p≤0.05 – (significance level); FG-1 - SFU female students; FG-2 - KSMU female students; FG-3 - RSSU female
students; A1 – self-rated PA level (pre-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes); A2 – self-rated PA level (post-cancellation
of face-to-face PE classes); B1 – mean scores (pre-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes); B2 – mean scores (postcancellation of face-to-face PE classes).
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Fig. 1. The changes in academic performance in PE in male participants.

Fig. 2. The changes in academic performance in PE in female participants.
Discussion
The university closure and cancellation of face-to-face
PE classes due to the COVID-19 pandemic decreased
overall and sport/fitness PA level in all participants (male
and female students). The findings testify a significant
decrease in overall PA and sport/fitness PA for university
students during the COVID-19 pandemic. This is in
line with previous investigations, which showed that
during the COVID-19 pandemic the student population
decreased their PA levels [17; 21]. Luciano et al, state that
during lockdown, Italian medicine students reduced their
total PA and increased sedentary behaviour [18]. In our
study, despite a general consistent reduction in overall PA
level, a part of the sample (medicine students) was able
to maintain significantly (p≤0.05) higher overall PA level.
Galle et al, showed that this was associated with age,
parents’ education, previous PA levels, and with female
gender and university attended [21]. All participants
(male and female students) had similar indicators of
chronological age, overall and sport/fitness PA level in
our research. The university closure, transition to distance
learning and cancellation of face-to-face PE classes were
general conditions for the sample. We can explain the
robust advantage of medicine (male and female) students
24

in overall PA level the volunteer activities of medical
students in hospitals during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Barkley et al, have disseminated information that
pandemic-related closure of facilities designed for PA
and sports may disproportionately impact active students.
Investigators state that the university closure decreased
PA level in students who were the most active precancellation. Conversely, the less active pre-cancellation
PA students significantly increased their overall PA level
[17]. All students (male and female groups) had a similar
overall and sport/fitness PA levels pre-cancellation of
face-to-face PE classes in our research. The overall PA
level in all participants in this sample (less than 60006500 minutes per week for male students and less than
4000-4500 minutes per week for female students) did
not allow them in the high PA group [9]. All participants
significantly reduced overall PA and sport/fitness PA level
post-cancellation. We found that medicine (male and
female) students had a higher overall PA level than other
students’ post-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes and
university closure. It is possible that the overall amount of
PA during the pandemic period in university students may
be related to the specialty of education.
It is known that the general reduction in PA in student
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population during the COVID-19 pandemic was not
accompanied by a corresponding increase in BMI [17].
It is possible that the negative effects of inactivity on
BMI might have been balanced by healthier dietary habits
[21]. In this regard, we specifically didn’t investigate the
changes of BMI of male and female participants during
the research. If the COVID-19 pandemic persists it may
be warranted to re-examine pandemic-related changes in
BMI over a longer period of time.
Chang state that online learning offers a variety
of solutions in a time when traditional learning has
been disrupted due to the Covid-19 pandemic. This
system of education gives the opportunity to maintain
quality dissemination of knowledge, responsibility and
reduced costs of time [23]. Malinauskas & Pozeriene,
has compared academic motivation between university
students of traditional and online education in a new
context during the COVID-19 pandemic. The findings
indicated that students’ intrinsic motivation scores
were higher in online students than in students who
attend traditional education [26]. Tilga et al, highlight
the facilitative role of autonomy-supportive behaviour
in a PE context in young individuals PA participation
outside of school [27]. Radu et al, state that most of
Romanian university students were satisfied with the
distance learning taken by the university during the
lockdown period [35]. The findings highlight a significant
(p≤0.05) decline in academic performance of all students
regardless of gender and specialty of education in our
research. Perhaps these results are related to less effective
teacher-student communication in self-isolation during
the COVID-19 pandemic, impossibility of performing
most practical applications in PE, lack of socialization
and other reasons. The most Russian university students
are dissatisfied with the content of distance learning
courses in PE (a significant volume of theoretical tasks),
lack of motor training and lack of contact with PE
teachers [31]. Significant number of Russian university
students have a fairly meaningful position, considering
that online PE learning is unproductive in nature, without
the main physical activities and PE practical classes [30].
Osipov et al, state that the medicine students showed a
higher level of adaptation to the distance learning in PE
during the COVID-19 pandemic. It is possible this is
related to the extensive experience in using electronic
educational resources in the daily learning practice in
medical education process [31]. There was a significant
(p≤0.05) difference between female groups (in favour of
medicine female students) in mean grading scores in PE
post-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes.
Any inferences made in the present study have
some limitations, associated with the overall number
of participants. All the PA rates were measured using
self-reported questionnaires. Additionally, data were
all self-reported and the survey required participants to
recall past behaviours for four months. Future scientific
research must attempt to utilize objective measures (e.g.,

personal activity trackers, fitness apps, home electronic
scales) to assess PA level and behaviour even if in-person
data collection is not possible for the time being [17].
The implementation of daily monitoring of overall PA
and sport/fitness PA of young individuals must stimulate
students to increase their daily, weekly and monthly PA
level [38].
Conclusion
In this research, we have provided some evidence
of the negative impact of a university closure, due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, upon overall PA level, sport/
fitness PA level and academic performance in PE in a
sample of university students. All participants (male
and female students) significantly (p≤0.05) decreased
overall PA and sport/fitness PA level, which confirms
our hypothesis. However, it is important to note that the
proportional decrease in overall PA for the male students
was actually large, then decrease in overall PA for the
female students was less, which doesn’t support our other
hypothesis. These results suggest that while the university
closure may have created some barriers to participating
in overall PA for some students it is possible that other
aspects of the cancellation may have encouraged overall
PA in other students. For example, medical students (male
and female) had a significantly (p≤0.05) higher overall
PA level, then other participants. Perhaps this is due to
the volunteer activities of medical students in hospitals
during the COVID-19 pandemic.
There was a significant drop in mean grading scores in
PE post-cancellation of face-to-face PE classes in student
population, which doesn’t support our other hypothesis.
Perhaps these findings are related to less effective PE
teacher-student communication in self-isolation during
the COVID-19 pandemic, impossibility of performing
most practical applications in PE and large number of
theoretical tasks, lack of socialization and other reasons.
PE teachers and professionals must be implemented
effective and efficient measures to improve the academic
performance of online educational process in PE during
the lockdown period.
The information collected in this research highlights
the need for interventions of PA promotion targeted at the
student population. The findings suggest that there is a
need to promote regular physical activities in the context
of home quarantine and self-isolation measures and
increase awareness of university students to induce cogent
avoidance of activities related to physical inactivity and
sedentary behaviours during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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To determine the perception of self-sufficiency and burnout levels of students studying in the faculty of
sports sciences during the Covid-19 pandemic.
This cross-sectional descriptive-correlational study was performed in the Sports Science Faculty of
İnönü University of Turkey which forms the universe of the study. In addition, “Perception of General
self-sufficiency” and “Burnout Level Scale” were used in the study. T-test and One-Way ANOVA tests were
used to perform the differential analysis and Pearson Product Moment Correlation analysis was used to
determine the correlation between variables. In addition, regression analysis was performed by creating
dummy variables in order to predict the dimensions.
The students’ general self-sufficiency perception scores were found to be above average and their burnout
levels were found to be below average. It was observed that the general self-sufficiency perception scores
differed in terms of the class variable, and the burnout level scores differed in terms of class, family income
level and studied department variables. In the correlation analysis that was carried out, it was understood
that there was a mutually inverse and significant correlation between the dimensions of the scale. With
the regression analysis, it was determined that the first-grade level scores were an independent significant
predictor for both self-sufficiency and burnout scores, and the lowest income level scores were only an
independent predictor for burnout level scores.
It can be said that students at the faculty of sports sciences are not overly affected by the Covid-19
Pandemic and the results are as desired. It can be suggested that the perception of self-sufficiency and
burnout scores to be correlated and predicted with different variables.
COVID-19, sports sciences, general perception of self-sufficiency, burnout level, student.

Introduction1
More than 1.5 billion students and young people
worldwide have been affected by the closures of schools
and universities due to the COVID-19 pandemic [1].
Students and lecturers in higher education institutions
have been severely affected by unprecedented changes as
a result of the Covid-19 pandemic [2]. Many prestigious
universities around the world have fully embraced
online learning as a way to ensure the continuity of their
education [3].
Studies have revealed that common infectious
disease outbreaks such as COVID-19 are associated with
psychological distress and even mental illness [4]. For
students who already have an increased psychological
distress [5.6], the quarantine period and distant education
also increased their anxiety and stress levels. Initial studies
showed that, especially in the first weeks of quarantine,
students had very high stress levels [7]. Students also
developed reactions linked to stress due to unknown
serious infectious diseases [8]. Among the psychological
effects of quarantine are detachment, anxiety, irritability,
insomnia, poor concentration and indecisiveness, poor
© Şakir Tüfekçi, Hulusi Böke, 2021
doi:10.15561/20755279.2021.0104
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performance and difficulty working or focusing, and
especially burnout [9]. In addition, Branko [10] stated
that stressful events experienced by university students
could impact their learning burnout levels. According
to one of the definitions made by Maslach & Jackson,
burnout is the result of chronic stress [in the workplace]
that cannot be addressed successfully. Burnout among
university students however is the fatigue caused by
academic demands, a pessimistic feeling and apathy
towards academic duties, and a sense of inadequacy as a
student [12].
According to Schaufeli & Taris [13], being a student
cannot be considered the same as being an employee.
However, from a psychological standpoint, the core
activities of being a student can be considered as work
[ex. certain tasks such as attending classes and doing
homework, and passing classes]. Therefore, burnout can
also happen to students who show signs of exhaustion due
to feeling inadequate as a student. [12, 14].
According to the motivation theory of Bandura,
self-sufficiency can be defined as people’s subjective
judgments about whether they can succeed in learning
[15]. People’s learning behavior is influenced by resulting
factors and precursor behavior factors, whereas the former
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is the expectation of learning outcomes and the later is
the expectation of learning efficiency [16]. In addition,
Bandura’s Social Cognitive Theory states that with the
increase in students’ sense of well-being and the amount
of effort they put in to master challenging academic
tasks and their self-sufficiency affects their academic
achievement, and thus they can use their knowledge and
skills more efficiently [15]. Some of the studies mention
the positive impact of self-sufficiency [20] in academic
achievement [19] among female university students [17]
or students participating in online learning [18].
After the diagnosis of the covid-19 cases in Turkey,
education in all universities was suspended for a short
period of time, and then it was decided by the Higher
Education Institution of Turkey that distant education
would continue via digital means in universities as of
March 23, 2020 [21]. Studies on the self-sufficiency of the
students of the faculty of sports sciences are present in the
literature [22-27]. When the literature related to general
belief of self-sufficiency and burnout variables was
examined, a negatively significant correlation between
burnout and self-sufficiency beliefs was revealed [2830]. Students’ learning habits have completely changed
with the introduction of mandatory distant learning.
With distant education replacing face-to-face classroom
courses, it is a topic of curiosity for how the students’ selfproficiency and burnout levels are shaped as a result.
The purpose of this study is to determine the perception
of self-sufficiency and burnout levels of students studying
in the faculty of sports sciences during the Covid-19
pandemic. The expected results of the study were an
increase in the self-sufficiency level scores and a decrease
in the burnout level scores of the students, which is the
equivalent of a reverse correlation between the variables.

form of the scale is a valid and reliable tool for measuring
the current overall self-sufficiency of individuals aged
18 and over. The original 23-article form of the scale
was developed by Sherer et al., [36]. Using a scale not
only by translating it into a different language, but also
performing validity and reliability studies on that scale
is called adapting the scale to other languages and
cultures. The adaptation into Turkish and the validity and
reliability studies of the scale was carried out by Yıldırım
& İlhan [38]. Yıldırım & İlhan reported the total variance
of the scale to be 41.5%. The eigenvalue of the first factor
was found to be 4.150 and the variance it explained was
20.2%, the eigenvalue of the second factor was found to
be 1.786 and the variance it explained was 11.9%, and the
eigenvalue of the third factor was found to be 1.114 and the
variance it explained was 9.5%. The internal consistency
coefficient [Cronbach’s alpha] of the whole scale was 0.80
and the test-retest reliability coefficient obtained from the
data collected from 236 people who could be reached for
the second time was 0.69. The necessary permissions for
the use of the scale were obtained after correspondence
with the authors. Items 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16 and
17 on the scale are inversely graded. The total score of the
scale can vary between 17-85; a higher score indicates an
increased belief in self-sufficiency. It has been shown in
previous studies that the internal reliability of the scale is
acceptable [39-41].
Maslach burnout scale: It was developed by Schaufeli
et al [43] with three dimensions: burnout [5 items],
desensitization [5 items], and sufficiency [6 items] in
order to determine burnout among students [12]. In this
study, the Turkish version of the scale adapted by Çapri et
al. [44] was used to measure student burnout. The Turkish
version of the scale consists of three sub-factors, as in
the original. During the reliability analysis of the Turkish
version, 1 item was removed from the desensitization and
2 items from the sufficiency subscale. Cronbach alpha
reliability coefficients of the Turkish version of the scale
were reported to vary between 0.61 and 0.82, indicating
that the Turkish version of the scale is a reliable one. [44]
In the Turkish version of the scale, students score their
burnout levels on a 5-point frequency scale [1 = never,
5 = always]. High scores received from the burnout
and desensitization subscale and low scores from the
sufficiency subscale are indicators of high burnout [44].
It has been shown in previous studies that the internal
reliability of the scale is acceptable [45, 46, 41].
Statistical Analysis
The data were analyzed using SPSS 22 and Jamovi
1.2.22 statistical package software. Frequency and
percentage values were used to determine the demographic
characteristics [gender, department, class, family income,
and disease-related status] of the students in the faculty
of sports sciences. In addition to that, arithmetic mean
and standard deviation data were presented to determine
students’ self-sufficiency perceptions and burnout levels.
t-test was conducted to test whether the difference between
the two unrelated sample averages was significant in terms
of the variables of gender and contracting the disease.

Material and Methods
Participants
This cross-sectional descriptive-correlational study
was carried out at the Faculty of Sport Sciences of İnönü
University in Turkey [the universe of the study [31]],
between October and November of 2020. The Faculty of
Sport Sciences continues to serve its students with its four
departments [Physical Education and Sports Teaching,
Coaching, Sports Management and Physical Education
and Sports for the Disabled], with its nearly 30-year
history and a student capacity of 947 [32]. Using the
formula of Bartlett, Kotrlik and Higgins [33], a sample
size of 0.05 d was calculated as at least 274 with a 95%
confidence level. By adopting the stratified sampling
method [34], at least sixty students from each grade (1-4)
were included in the study, since the number of students in
each class was close to one other. In order to carry out the
study, Institutional Approval (21619327-622.01) from the
Dean of the Sports Sciences Faculty and approval by the
Social and Human Sciences Ethics Committee of İnönü
University [2020 / 22-11] were obtained.
Research Design
Data Collection Tools
General self-sufficiency scale: The Turkish language
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Also, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used
to determine whether there was a significant difference
between the variables of department, class, and family
income, and whether there was a difference between
the averages of the groups [47]. Pearson correlation
coefficient was calculated to determine the direction
and amount of the correlation between self-sufficiency
perceptions and burnout levels of students. T test, variance
analysis and Pearson correlation analysis were used in the
analysis of the data. To figure out if the students’ levels
of burnout were predicted by perceived self-sufficiency,
multiple regression analysis was conducted. Before the
multiple regression analysis, statistical assumptions were
checked [sample size N≥ 50 + 8m; normal distribution,
whether there is a multiple linearity problem (r = ≤.80),
whether the data is less than 5%, etc.] [48]. And since
no problems were encountered, the analysis continued.
In these analyzes, each of the burnout subscale scores
was considered as a dependent variable, and the subtest
scores of the general self-sufficiency scale as independent
variables. While interpreting the analyzes, regression
coefficients, standardized regression coefficients, t-test
results for regression coefficients, multiple correlation
coefficients and explanation coefficients were taken into
account. In regression analysis, since dependent and
independent variables should be continuous variables
with at least equal spacing, excluding one of the levels

[category] of the variables of gender, department, class,
family income and having coronavirus disease, the
dummy variable produced one less of the number of
levels is transformed and analyzed. In the interpretation
of the analysis, Cohen’s d [49] and partial eta square (ηp2)
were taken as reference in evaluating the strength of the
relations with p <.05 value. According to Stevens [50], the
value was taken as small for ηp2 ≤ 0.01, medium for ηp2 =
0.06, and large for ηp2 = 0.14.
Results
Characteristics of Participants
Scores of the students from the “Self-sufficiency
Perception Scale” are above average, and the scores for
“Burnout Level Scale” are below average (Table 1).
Correlation Scores for Perception of Self-sufficiency
and Burnout Scale Sub-Dimensions
Correlation analysis results for the sub-dimensions
of the perception of self-sufficiency and burnout level
scale are presented in Table 2. It was understood that
the sub-dimensions of the perception of self-sufficiency
and the level of burnout were positively and significantly
correlated with each other. The sub-dimensions of the
scales were negatively and significantly correlated with
each other (p <.05).
Multiple Regression Analysis for self-sufficiency
Perception and Burnout Level Scale Scores

Table 1. Perception of Self-sufficiency and burnout level scale sub-dimension scores
Scale
Self-sufficiency

Burnout

Dimensions

M

SD

Minimum-Maximum

Baseline
Resilience
Perseverance
Total
Burnout
Desensitization
Competence
Total

4.02
3.89
3.59
66.53
2.68
2.52
2.27
32.64

.55
.62
.66
8.62
.96
1.01
.67
9.78

1, 89-5.
1, 20-5.
1-5
29-85
1-5
1-5
1-4.5
13-61

Effect size of dimensions
[Cohen’d]
.22 [B-Y]
.70 [B-S]
.46 [Y-S]
.16 [T-D]
.49 [T-Y]
.29 [D-Y]

Note: B [Baseline], Y [Resilience], S [Persevereance], T [Burnout], D [Desensitization], Y [Competence]
Table 2. Correlation matrix for the total score sub-dimensions of the perception of self-sufficiency and burnout level
scale
Dimensions

Self-S.

Self-sufficiency 1
Baseline
. 929**
Resilience
. 860**
Perseverance
. 663**
Burnout
-. 457**
Burnout
-. 353**
Desensitization -. 339**
Competence
-. 519**

Baseline

Resilience

Perseverance Burnout Burnout

Desensitization

Competence

1
. 681**
. 461**
-. 406**
-. 305**
-. 320**
-. 448**

1
. 457**
-. 441**
-. 357**
-. 325**
-. 475**

1
-. 274**
-. 208**
-. 159**
-. 385**

1
. 540**

1

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level [2-tailed].
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1
. 886**
. 890**
. 713**

1
. 667**
. 434**
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Multiple regression analysis was performed to
determine how much of the variance in perception
of general self-sufficiency and burnout levels can be
explained by dummy variables [Tables 3, 4]. The choice
of predictors entered into the regression model was based
on both theory and the predictive power of each variable.
Gender, department, class, family income status and
contraction of coronavirus were considered independent

variables. Dummy variable columns were created by
assigning value (1) to the category to be analyzed and (0) to
the others. One of the variables was taken as the reference
(constant) and general self-efficacy and burnout scores
were assigned as dependent variables. The categories
of the relevant variable were considered as independent
variables and regression analysis was performed.
The relative importance order of the predictor

Table 3. Multiple regression analysis results predicting self-sufficiency perception level with dummy variables
Predictor (Variable)
Gender
Department

Grade

Family income

Contraction of
coronavirus

Categories

B

Standard Error

β

t

p

(Fixed) Female
Male
(Fixed) ESTPD
PEST
C
SM

65.331
1.814
67.585
-1.926
-.752
-1.283

-

(Fixed) 4. Grade

66.233
2.552
-.675
-1.633
67.556
-1.343
-.528
-.399
-1.222
66.429
1.019

82.543
1.870
70.816
-1.193
-.282
-1.144
72.263
2.110
-.475
-1.274
33.075
-.632
-.231
-.156
-.403
136.544
.687

.000
.062
.000
.234
.778
.253
.000

1st Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
(Fixed) 7500 and above
1500-2999 ₺
3000-4499 ₺
4500-5999 ₺
6000-7499 ₺
(Fixed) No
Yes

.791
970
.954
1.615
2.671
1.122
.917
1.209
1.423
1.282
2.042
2.126
2.284
2.553
3.030
.486
1.483

.099
-.074
-.016
-.073
.139
-.030
-.083
-.076
-.025
-.013
-.029
.037

Adj R² (cum)
.007

-.003

.036*
.030
.635
.204
.000
.528
.817 -.009
.876
.687
.000
-.002
.492

*p<.05; ESTPD: Exercise and Sports Training for People with Disabilities; PEST: Physical Education and Sports Teaching;
C: Coaching; SM: Sports Management
Table 4. Multiple regression analysis results that predict the burnout levels with dummy variables
Predictor (Variable)

Gender
Department

Grade

Family income

Contraction of
coronavirus

Categories

B

Standard Error

β

t

p

(Fixed) Female
Male
(Fixed) ESTPD
PEST
C
SM

33, 314
-1, 011
33.585
2.256
3.248
-2.195

, 901
1, 104
1.068
1.807
2.989
1.255

-, 049
.076
.060
-.110

36, 974
-, 916
31.452
1.248
1.087
-1.749

(Fixed) 4. Grade

34.174

1.037

-

32.958

1st Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
(Fixed) 7500 and above
1500-2999 ₺
3000-4499 ₺
4500-5999 ₺
6000-7499 ₺

-4.364
-.912
.226
27.944
5.815
3.222
2.774
5.389
32.619
.197

1.368
1.610
1.450
2.287
2.380
2.557
2.858
3.392
.552
1.683

-.210
-.035
.010
.290
.133
.082
.111
.006

-3.189
-.567
.156
12.220
2.443
1.260
.971
1.589
59.082
.117

, 000
, 360
.000
.213
.278
.081
.000
.002*
.571
.876
.000
.015*
.208
.332
.113
.000
.907

(Fixed) No
Yes

Adj R² (cum)
.002

.032

.043

.028

-.000

*p<.05; ESTPD: Exercise and Sports Training for People with Disabilities; PEST: Physical Education and Sports Teaching;
C: Coaching; SM: Sports Management
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Table 5. Testing the effect of burnout level dimensions on self-sufficiency using multiple regression
Predictor [Variable]
Baseline

Resilience

Perseverance

Categories

B

Standard Error

β

t

p

Fixed
Burnout
Desensitization
Competence
Fixed
Burnout
Desensitization
Competence
Fixed
Burnout
Desensitization
Competence

4.959
-.066
-.022
-.307
5.047
-.130
.015
-.370
4.510
-.090
.098
-.402

.099
.037
.037
.046
.110
.041
.041
.051
.125
.046
.047
.058

-.114
-.040
-.377
-.199
.025
-.402
-.129
.148
-.409

49.851
-1.788
-.585
-6.644
45.933
-3.192
.371
-7.257
36.193
-1.954
2.089
-6.961

.000
.075
.559
.000*
.000
.002*
.711

Adj R² [cum]

.210

.247

.000*
.000
.051
.037*
.000*

.153

*p <.05
variables on the dependent variables was given in Table
5. According to the results of the t test at the significance
level of 0.05 regarding the significance of the regression
coefficients on the dependent variable, the states of
significance are presented respectively. Accordingly, the
order of relative importance for baseline is competence,
burnout and desensitization.
Discussion
There are studies in literature reporting that selfsufficiency and burnout are significantly and inversely
related to each other [39, 51, 52]. It was determined that
the first graders were an independent significant predictor
in terms of self-sufficiency perception and burnout level
scores. In addition, it was determined that students
from the lowest income families significantly predicted
burnout level scores. It was understood that the pandemic
did not have a significant negative impact on the students
studying at the sports science faculty. In such a way that
the fact that students transfer their active educational
lifestyles to the isolation period in which they spend at
their homes may be a positive predictor of this result.
It has been determined that first grade level scores are
significant predictors of self-sufficiency perception and
students with the lowest family income are significant
predictors of the burnout level scores. Universities
carry out a distant education programs under pandemic
conditions, as in other educational institutions. Thus, it
is thought that the fact that first-grade students have not
yet experienced the difficulties of face-to-face education,
this may explain the differentiation in self-sufficiency
perception and burnout level scores. In addition, the
burnout level scores of the students with the lowest family
income being higher, considering the conditions they
are in, might be an indication that they may experience
difficulties due to their socio-economic status during the
pandemic.
It was understood that the dimension of competence
was a significant predictor of the baseline, resilience and
32

perseverance dimensions. When we look at the studies
conducted, it can be seen that the concepts of competence
and self-sufficiency were usually discussed together [36,
53, 54]. So much so that the interaction of these two
concepts with each other and the tendency to mention
them together corresponds with the finding of the study.
This can be explained by the significant prediction of all
three dimensions of self-sufficiency.
Although pre-pandemic studies in the literature [55,
56, 57] on the self-sufficiency and burnout of university
students and young people are present, there was no
study in which general self-sufficiency and burnout
were directly related and predicted in terms of subdimensions during the pandemic. Previous researchers
have confirmed a correlation between self-sufficiency and
burnout [43, 58, 59, 60]. Another study conducted with
university students showed that all correlations between
academic burnout and self-sufficiency were statistically
significant [56]. In a study conducted with high school
students, it was reported that there were statistically
significant and inverse correlations between general selfsufficiency and anxiety [61]. In a review study, academic
self-efficacy was found to be moderately correlated with
academic performance [62]. In a study conducted with
university students in Spain, it was found that there is an
inversely proportional correlation between anxiety and
self-sufficiency [63]
In a study conducted with university students, it was
revealed that the majority had moderate or low selfsufficiency to deal with the COVID-19 outbreak [64]. It
is known that people with poor self-sufficiency tend to
choose negative emotional regulation strategies to cope
with negative emotions when they are distressed, but
individuals with high self-sufficiency tend to demonstrate
positive approaches to improve their emotional regulation
[65, 66]. Some studies have shown that self-sufficiency
has a direct effect on mental health such as depression
and anxiety [65, 67]. In the study, it was reported that
university students had concerns about their academic
success, health and lifestyle due to the pandemic [68]. The
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anxiety of university students was confirmed by previous
researchers in which it was revealed that anxiety disorders
are more likely to occur and worsen in the absence of
interpersonal communication [69, 70].

in an inverse correlation with the dimensions of burnout
perceptions. It can be suggested that students’ perception
of self-sufficiency and burnout levels should be studied
around different variables, and their correlations should
be examined and predicted [regression].

Conclusion
As a result, it was determined that during the Covid-19
pandemic, the students of the faculty of sports sciences had
a self-sufficiency score above average and this score was
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Health literacy is the ability to access health information, understand, evaluate and apply health information.
The health literacy of athletes may be determinant in the understanding of the COVID-19 pandemic process
and in the level of the impact of this health-related anxiety factor. Therefore, the aim of this study is to
examine whether there is a relationship between college athletes’ COVID-19 anxiety levels and their health
literacy levels during the COVID-19 pandemic.
College athletes between the ages of 18 and 32 participated in the study and the average age was 24.2. A
total of 234 elite collage athletes participated in the study. 133 of the participants were males and 101 were
females. COVID-19 Anxiety Scale was used to determine the COVID-19 anxiety states and Health Literacy
index was used to the level of health literacy of the participants in the COVID-19 pandemic process. Pearson
correlation analysis and stepwise regression analysis were performed for statistical analyses. Significance
level in analysis has been accepted as p. < 05.
Our findings revealed that there were significant relationships between elite athletes’ health literacy subdimension scores and COVID-anxiety level. In addition, it was determined that access to information and
understanding information sub-dimensions from health literacy sub-dimensions predicted elite college
athletes’ the COVID-19 anxiety level at 21.2%. As a result, elite college athletes had low levels of anxiety
against COVID-19, and this situation associated with their high level of health literacy.
The increase of elite college athletes’ the level of health literacy will decrease their anxiety levels. It will be
beneficial to implement training programs that can increase their health literacy levels in order to reduce
the impact of the unexpected health crisis due to COVID-19, especially the anxiety levels of college athletes.
anxiety, college athletes, COVID-19, health, health literacy.

Introduction1
With the increase in COVID-19 cases worldwide,
countries have had to take many measures, social
distance rules were established, people were put under
quarantine. Many institutions and organizations (schools
and workplaces etc.) were closed within the scope of
these measures [1]. Due to the pandemic, people have
experienced unprecedented stress, anxiety, depression,
fear in their homes and continue to live [2]. In previous
scientific studies, it has been revealed that staying indoors
for a long time increases the stress level of people and
causes psychological negativity [3]. Considering that
people stay indoors for a long time during the epidemic
process, it is normal for them to experience similar mental
problems [4]. In particular, anxiety emerged as a common
mental health problem during the COVID-19 outbreak [5].
Because uncertainty is an important factor in increasing
people’s anxiety level [6]. A study in the literature reveals
that the COVID-19 outbreak alone increases the anxiety
level in humans between 28% and 33% [7].
Undoubtedly, the pandemic has caused many negative
effects on people, and it seems that this situation will likely
continue for a while. This unusual situation has physical,
© Sinan Uğraş, Ahmet E. Sağin, Ömer Karabulut,
Gökmen Özen, 2021
doi:10.15561/20755279.2021.0105
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psychological and behavioral consequences on athletes
[8]. The pandemic has also affected the lives, planning
and routines of athletes. Athletes experience difficulties
and problems such as career disruption, social isolation, an
unusually uncertain process, staying away from teammates
[9]. The situations such as uncertainty when the epidemic
threat will end, increased information pollution about the
epidemic and its effects, a mandatory reduction in social
relations, the recommendation of home isolation unless
it is necessary, and the introduction of different types of
bans are likely to affect the mental health of athletes. As a
matter of fact, there are studies showing that athletes are
also negatively affected by this process [10, 11, 12]. Pillay
et al [13], in their study with elite and semi-elite South
African athletes, found that athletes worked on their own
(61%), their sleep patterns changed significantly (79%),
consumed excessive amounts of carbohydrates (76%),
and many athletes experienced depressive feelings (52%)
[13]. In this process, an important factor that will affect
the anxiety levels of both elite and non-elite athletes is
health literacy.
Health literacy is the ability to access health information,
understand, evaluate and apply health information [14].
According to Nutbeam [15], health literacy consists of
functional, interactive and critical domains. Functional
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domain refers to the basic skills required to read and
write health information. While the interactive domain
represents advanced skills that enable individuals to
extract health information and gain meaning, the critical
domain refers to the empowerment of the individual and
society by critically evaluating health information Low
level of health literacy is an important problem all over
the world. In a study conducted in 2003, it is estimated
that approximately 36% of the population in the United
States has limited health literacy [16]. Although it varies
from country to country in Europe, it has been found that
the health literacy of 12% of the population is insufficient
and 47% of the population is not at a sufficient level
[17]. Similarly, there is a limited health literacy in Japan,
behind Europe [18]. These studies actually show that
health literacy is a current issue all over the world.
When we look specifically at athletes, it shows that
health literacy is at a higher level among athletes. The
fact that sports environments and clubs offer a healthpromoting environment may have contributed to the
emergence of such a difference [19, 20]. Although health
literacy is higher in athletes, the long stay of athletes
in home environments during the COVID-19 process
increases their anxiety levels and the risk of getting sick
[21]. In the statement of the International Society of
Sports Psychology, it is recommended to increase the
health literacy of elite athletes for mental health [22].
Castaldelli et al [23] stated that low health literacy in elite
athletes causes them to experience more mental problems.
It is stated in the studies conducted that the health literacy
level of individuals may be an important factor in reducing
anxiety [24, 25].
In the light of all these data, the COVID-19 pandemic
process is one of the important factors affecting the
anxiety levels of both elite athletes and non-elite athletes.
On the other hand, the health literacy of athletes may
be determinant in the understanding of the COVID-19
pandemic process and in the level of the impact of this
health-related anxiety factor. In order for athletes to spend
this period with less physical and psychological losses,
anxiety and factors that affect anxiety should be examined.
In this context, the aim of the study is to examine the
relationship between the health literacy levels of elite
athletes and their COVID-19 anxiety levels.

the fact that the participants were still in the training and
competition period, and the data were collected during the
COVID-19 pandemic process.
Research Design
Relational screening model was used to examine the
relationship between the health literacy levels of elite
athletes and their COVID-19 anxiety levels. Relational
screening research are studies that give an idea about the
cause-effect probability among the objective variables and
the relationship between the variables [26]. In this study,
the relationship between the 4 sub-dimensions of the
health literacy scale and Covid-19 anxiety was examined.
This study was conducted according to the criteria set by
the Declaration of Helsinki and ethical standards in sport
and exercise science research [27].
Data collection tools
“Health Literacy Scale” and “Short Form of
“Coronavirus Anxiety Scale” were used as data collection
tools in the study.
Health literacy scale: Toçi, Bruzari and Sorenson
converted the 47-item HLS-E.U (Health Literacy index)
form, developed by Sørensen, into a 25-item form by
working together later [28, 29]. The scale, whose adaptation
was made by Aras and Temel [30], which consists of 25
items and 4 sub-dimensions was used. Cronbach alpha
value of “Access to Information” dimension was 0.807,
cronbach alpha value of “Understanding Information”
dimension was 0.734, cronbach alpha value of “Value
Assessment / Evaluation” was 0.821, and Cronbach
alpha value of “Implementation / Use” dimension was
0.816. It has a 5-point likert structure such as “5: I have
no difficulty, 4: I have little difficulty, 3: I have some
difficulty, 2: I have many difficulties, 1: I cannot do it / I
have no talent / impossible”.
Short form of Coronavirus Anxiety Scale: In the
study the scale form, which was developed by Lee [31]
to describe possible cases of dysfunctional anxiety
associated with the COVID-19 crisis and adapted to
Turkish by Biçer et al [32], was used . It is a 5-point
Likert-type scale as “never”, “rare, less than a day or
two”, “a few days”, “more than 7 days” and “almost every
day in the last two weeks”. Cronbach alpha value of the
scale was determined to be 0.816.
Statistical analysis
After the data were loaded into the Jamovi 1.6.9
statistical program, analyzes were performed. The
skewness and kurtosis values were examined for the
normality analysis of the data. After it was determined
that the data was distributed between + 1.5 and -1.5,
which is the normal distribution condition [33], Pearson
correlation analysis and stepwise regression analysis were
performed. Before performing regression analysis, the
suitability of the data for regression analysis was tested.
It was investigated whether there was a multicollinearity
problem. Multicollinearity occurs when independent
variables have a high correlation such as .80-.90 (34).
Correlation values among variables were found to be
between 0.704 and - 0.238. In order to determine whether
there is a multicollinearity problem, the VIF value

Materials and Methods
Participants
The distribution of elite college athletes participating
in the study according to their sports branches was as
follows. Those who do individual sports make up 29,9%
of the participants, those who do team sports make up
35% of the participants, those who do net and racket
sports make up 25,6% of the participants, those who do
combat sports make up 9,4% of the participants. In total,
of 234 athletes participated in the study. While 56.8% (n
= 133) of the study were male athletes, 43.2% (n = 101)
were female athletes. College athletes between the ages
of 18 and 32 participated in the study and the average age
was 24.2. While collecting the data, attention was paid to
37
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should also be less than 10 [33]. VIF values were found
to vary between 1.0 and 1.40. In the light of these data,
it was determined that the multiple regression analysis
conditions were met for this study. Significance level in
analysis has been accepted as p. 05.
Results
When Table 1 was examined, it was seen that the
average and standard deviation values of the athletes
participating in the study are 4.39 ± 0.567 in the
dimension of access to information, 4.34 ± 0.504 in the
dimension of understanding information, 4.32 ± 0.559 in
the assessment / evaluation dimension, 4.32 ± 0.594 in
the implementation/ use dimension, and 1.51 ± 0.639 in
the coronavirus anxiety. While the skewness value varied
between - 0.576 and 1.14, the kurtosis value was found to
be between -0.0154 and 1.18.
Partial correlation values of the relationship between
the health literacy sub-dimensions of athletes and
coronavirus anxiety scores were calculated, and the
findings are presented in Table 2. It is seen that there
is a significant negative correlation between access to
information and coronavirus anxiety (r = -0.431, p <.001),

between understanding information and coronavirus
anxiety (r = -0.367, p <.001), between assessment /
evaluation and coronavirus anxiety (r = -0.238, p <.001),
and finally between implementation/ use and coronavirus
anxiety (r = -0.295, p <.001).
As a result of the partial correlation analysis made in
Table 2, a stepwise regression analysis was performed on
coronavirus anxiety, which was determined to be related
to health literacy, and the results obtained are presented
in Table 3.
When Table 3 was examined, it was found that access
to information, which is a health literacy sub-dimension,
predicted coronavirus anxiety (r2 = 0.186 = f = 53.0, p
<.0001) at a rate of 18.6%. In the second step of stepwise
regression, re-analysis was performed by including the
dimension of understanding information. As a result of this
analysis, it was concluded that the dimensions of access
to information and understanding information predicted
coronavirus anxiety (r2 = 0.212 = f = 31.1, p <.05) at a rate
of 21.2%. Assessment / evaluation and implementation
dimensions were not included in the stepwise regression
since they did not predict significantly.

Table 1. The Averages, Skewness and Kurtosis Values of the Health Literacy Sub-Dimensions and Coronavirus Anxiety
Levels of the Athletes Participating in the Study
Dimensions

N

X̄

S.D

Skewness

Kurtosis

Access to Information

234

4.39

0.567

-0.864

0.0741

Understanding Information

234

4.34

0.504

-1.05

1.18

Assessment/
Evaluation

234

4.32

0.559

-0.763

0.522

Implementation/
Use

234

4.32

0.594

-0.576

-0.587

Coronavirus
Anxiety

234

1.51

0.639

1.14

-0.0154

Table 2. Analysis Results of Pearson Correlation Between Health Literacy Sub-dimensions and Coronavirus Anxiety
Understanding
Information

Assessment/
Evaluation

Implementation/
Use

Dimensions

Access to
Information

Access to Information

-

Understanding Information

0.537***

-

Assessment/
Evaluation

0.368***

0.684***

-

Implementation/
Use

0.374***

0.582***

0.704***

-

Coronavirus
Anxiety

-0.431***

-0.367***

-0.238***

-0.295***

Note. * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
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Table 3. Regression Analysis Results Related to the Prediction of Health Literacy Sub-Dimensions for Coronavirus
Anxiety Level
Predictor

Estimate

Intercept
Access to Information
Intercept
Access to Information
Understanding
Information

3.650
-0.486
4.190
-0.371
-0.241

SE

T

P

0.2956
0.0667
0.3517
0.0780

12.35
-7.28
11.92
-0.524

.001
.001
.001
.001

0.0877

-0.414

0.006

Discussion
In this study, the relationship between the health
literacy levels of elite athletes and their covid-19
anxiety levels was examined. According to the results
of statistical analysis, it is seen that the health literacy
average scale scores of the athletes participating in the
study are quite high, while coronavirus anxiety is low.
Contrary to our study, in studies in which the anxiety
levels of elite athletes were measured in the literature, it
was found that the anxiety levels of elite athletes were
high [35, 36, 37]. Many elite athletes spend this period
in the home environment uncertainly, they have to train
on their own and without supervision, the dates of the
competition are not clear, these situations make this
process difficult for the athletes [35, 36]. Hull et al [37]
state that the sudden cancellation and postponement of
international competitions (Tokyo Olympics, etc.) for
which elite athletes have been prepared for a long time,
and the subsequent isolation of the athletes at home and
staying away from the training process cause the anxiety
levels of athletes to increase. In the study conducted by
Fronso et al [40] with 1132 athletes, it was revealed that
the COVID-19 epidemic increased the stress level of
athletes significantly on condition that it was more in nonelite athletes. Contrary to these studies, studies that are in
parallel with our study are also included in the literature
[11, 41]. Clemente et al [11], as the reason for that the elite
athletes were less affected in this process, stated that these
athletes have psychological flexibility, they can receive
institutional support and they can cope with problems
more. At the same time, an important factor in the low
anxiety level of athletes may be that they continue to do
sports even at home. Because, in studies conducted, it has
been determined that individuals who stay in the home
environment and exercise during the isolation process
significantly decrease their anxiety levels [42, 43].
Another finding of our study shows that there is a
significant negative correlation between the health literacy
of athletes and their coronavirus anxiety scores. It was
concluded that access to information, which is the health
literacy sub-dimension, predicts coronavirus anxiety
by 18.6%, and when the dimension of understanding
information is added to the analysis, it predicts the
coronavirus anxiety level by 21.2%. When athletes’
level of access to information is added to their level of

Stand.
Estimate

R

R²

F

0.431

0.431

0.186

53.0

0.460

0.212

31.1

-0.329
-0.190

understanding of the information they have reached, it
can be concluded that it positively predicts their anxiety
levels. It can be stated that athletes’ access to the right
sources of information and their level of understanding
these are important. Therefore, we can say that health
literacy plays an important role in low anxiety levels of
elite athletes. The low level of health literacy among elite
athletes may lead to more mental problems [23]. In this
respect, it can be stated how important the health literacy
level is for athletes.
In the studies conducted, it was emphasized that
athletes should be trained in health literacy in order
to prevent the psychological problems caused by the
COVID-19 epidemic and to improve themselves [13, 4447]. Gorczynski et al [48] states that health literacy can
play an important role in the development of the mental
health of elite athletes and in eliminating the disorders if
any. In order for the individual to make healthy decisions
in sickness or in health, the individual needs health literacy
skills [49]. Kickbusch et al [50] state that health literacy
is more important than individuals’ reading skills, and the
ability to understand and process complex information
is the main point. Experts provide recommendations for
individuals with high levels of anxiety to increase their
health literacy. Because it is known to play an important
role in reducing anxiety [51, 52]. In another study, it
was determined that health literacy specific to infectious
diseases predicted 32.7% of anxiety levels in individuals
[25]. Although we have been exposed to some inevitable
adversities during the pandemic process, we can say that
elite athletes are well equipped to manage this process
well in our study. In fact, our findings indicate that their
anxiety levels are low and they have the necessary health
literacy skills.
Conclusion
It was observed that elite college athletes had low
anxiety levels during the COVID-19 outbreak. It has
been concluded that an important factor in low anxiety
levels of elite college athletes is health literacy. There is
a significant negative correlation between health literacy
and anxiety, and health literacy (dimensions of access
to information and understanding information) predicts
coronavirus anxiety by approximately 21%. It may be
interesting to compare the impact of the COVID-19
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crisis on non-elite athletes as well as athletes in the
same sports branch in future studies. Programs can be
developed to increase health literacy among athletes. It
will be beneficial to implement training programs that can
increase their health literacy levels in order to reduce the
impact of the unexpected health crisis due to COVID-19,
especially the anxiety levels of athletes.
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Keywords:

The current study was carried out to analyze the impact of COVID-19 pandemic on the emotional state
and nutritional behavior of university athletes.
This research was carried out during the first wave of COVID-19 in Turkey. A total of 334 (162 female
and 172 male) athletes who are undergraduate students in the faculties of sports sciences of universities
participated in the study. Their mean age was 21.46 ± 3.7. The Emotional Eating Scale (EES) was used to
determine the nutritional behavior of the participants and The Profile of Mood States (POMS) scale was
used to determine their emotional state. The Chi-square and Cross-tabulation tests were used for the
statistical analysis of categorical variables. Mann Whitney U test was used for the analysis of continuous
variables, and Spearman Sequence Correlation test protocols were used for correlation analysis.
The results of the statistical analysis revealed that there was a significant increase in the amount of fluid
consumption of elite athletes. There was a significant relationship between negative mood and emotional
eating sub-assessment (p <0.05). However, it was found that there was no significant difference between
total and subscale scores of amateur and elite athletes (p >0.05).
As a result of the research, it was seen that elite and amateur athletes did not have a significant difference
in emotional eating and mood status, except for the amount of fluid consumption. The increase in
negative emotions of university athletes is an important factor that increased their emotional eating
behavior.
athlete, behavior, COVID-19, emotion, nutrition.

Introduction1
The new type of coronavirus disease (COVID-19),
which has recently become one of the biggest problems
in the world, was first detected in the Wuhan region of
China in December 2019. Coronavirus spread to all over
the world in a very short time after passing from one
person to another as a result of the mutation it suffered
and caused a pandemic [1]. According to the World
Health Organization (WHO) data, more than 2 million
people got this disease in April 2020 and approximately
200, 000 people died due to the complications of the
COVID-19 in the human body. According to the WHO
reports, the number of people who are ill and die due to
illness continues to increase day by day [2].
Since a drug or vaccine that still provides a definitive
treatment against COVID-19 disease has not been
developed, the epidemic continues and has caused
the health system to come to a clogging point in many
countries due to the increasing number of patients. Under
these conditions, it is stated that providing personal
hygiene and social isolation in the society as the most
important precaution against disease [3]. Within the scope
of social isolation, people are asked not to leave the house,
except in compulsory situations, in many countries of the
world and legal regulations are made accordingly. In many
countries within the scope of social isolation practices,

basic education institutions and universities have started
from formal education to distance education, sports
competitions have been stopped and training facilities
have been closed. Today, sports activities are among the
most common recreational activities for children and
young people. Limiting participation in sports activities
and not leaving the house for social isolation will result in
a significant decrease in the level of physical activity for
these children and adolescents [4, 5].
Low level of physical activity is a condition that causes
health problems both physically and psychologically.
Therefore, the negative effects of COVID-19 disease are
likely to decrease the physical activity level in young
people during the social isolation period, limiting the
daily life and social life [6, 7]. Nutritional habits and
psychological state are very effective variables in terms
of human health. It is a very strong possibility that sudden
changes in lifestyle lead to important changes in the
nutritional and emotional conditions of young people
during the social isolation period [8]. In this regard,
ensuring the normalization of daily life after pandemics
is not only dependent on the COVID-19 treatments but
also the effects of this social isolation period on people’s
habits and psychological state of life.
Traumatic events such as wars, natural disasters, and
epidemics in human life and minor accidents and diseases
occurring in our immediate environment cause marked
changes in emotional state. The youth period is considered
to be the years when the emotional fluctuations are greatest
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in human life. In this regard, COVID-19 pandemic and
measures of social isolation will have serious effects
on the emotions of young individuals [9, 10]. Scientific
studies show that the psychological state of people is a
determinant of life habits. One of the most decisive life
habits on health is eating habits. While healthy nutrition
behaviors have positive effects on health protection and
disease prevention, unhealthy nutrition behaviors affect
metabolism both physically and physiologically, causing
health deterioration and a more fragile structure against
diseases [8]. In the light of this information, our study
aimed to examine the emotional state and nutritional
behavior of university athletes in the COVID-19 pandemic
and social isolation period.
Materials and Methods
Participants.
A total of 334 [162 (48.5%) female and 172 (51.5%)
male] athletes who are undergraduate students in the
faculties of sports sciences of the universities participated
in the study. The mean age of participants was 21.49
± 3.7 years old. Of the 334 participants, 196 (58.7%)
were amateur and 138 (41.3%) were elite athletes. The
participants were regular training athletes before the
COVID-19 pandemic process.
Research Design.
This research was carried out during the first wave
of COVID-19 in Turkey in April and May of 2020. This
research is a descriptive research that collects data with
the survey method. The research was carried out following
social isolation rules by using information forms and
measurement tools prepared by the researchers in the
digital environment and transmitted to the participants
over the internet. In the same way, informed consent
forms were obtained from the volunteer participants who
agreed to participate in the research. The research was
carried out by adhering to the ethical principles stated in
the Helsinki Declaration.
Data Collection.
Anthropometric measurement standards were written
and visually reported to the participants for their height
and body weight measurements. Body weight and height
measurement results, which the participants measured at
home under these standards, were accepted.
The Profile of Mood States (POMS)
POMS scale was developed by McNair, Lorr, and
Droppleman [11] to determine the emotional state of
the participants and The Turkish version of POMS scale
that adapted to Turkish and Turkish culture by Selvi et
al. [12] was used in this study. The Turkish form of the
POMS scale consists of 58 items that describe the current
emotional state of individuals. The results consistently
indicated the following 6 dimensions: “depressiondejection” -15, “tension-anxiety” -9, “anger-hostility”
-12, “confusion-bewilderment” -7, “fatigue-inertia” -7,
and “vigor-activity” -8. POMS scale is five-point Likert
type as 0- never, 1- Very low, 2- Moderate, 3- Quite,
and 4- Extreme. According to the scores obtained from
POMS, the scores obtained from the vigor-activity
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subscale indicate a positive mood, while scores from
other subscales indicate a negative mood. In addition,
the total score average of the five sub-dimensions other
than the vigor-activity sub-dimension is considered as an
indicator of negative mood. Selvi et al. [12]reported that
the reliability coefficient of the scale was in the range of
0.81-0.91.
Emotional Eating Scale (EES)
Emotional Eating Scale (EES) developed by Bilgen
(2018) was used to examine the emotional eating behaviors
of the participants [13]. The scale consists of 30 items and
four sub-dimensions. The results consistently indicated
the following 4 dimensions: “Eating When Nervous
(EWN)” - 11, “Eating to cope with Negative Emotions
(EEN)” - 10, “Self-Control (SC)” - 6 and “Control
Against Stimuli (CAS ) “- 3. The reliability coefficients
of the scale sub-dimensions were found to be 0.63-0.94
and general 0.96. The answers given to the scale items are
five-point Likert type as 1-Never, 2-Rarely, 3-Sometimes,
4-Frequently, and 5- Always, and a minimum of 30 points
and a maximum of 150 points can be obtained from the
scale. It was stated in the scale scoring that items 26, 28,
and 29 should be inverted. The high score obtained from
the scale indicates that emotional eating tendencies and
behaviors are high.
Statistical Analysis.
The data were analyzed using the SPSS 22.0 statistical
analysis program. The results of statistical analysis
were present as frequency (n) and percentage (%) for
categorical variables and as mean ± standard deviation (M
± SD) values for continuous variables. Normality analyzes
of the distribution of the research data were evaluated
using the Kolmogorov Smirnov test. The normality test
revealed that the data did not show normal distribution.
In statistical analysis, cross-table and Chi-square tests
were used for the analysis of categorical variables, Mann
Whitney U test was used in the analysis of continuous
variables, and Spearman Sequence Correlation test
protocols were used for correlation analysis. The level of
statistical significance was set at 0.05.
Results
The physical characteristics of the participants are
presented in Table 1. When the physical characteristics
of the athletes were examined, there was no statistically
significant difference between amateur and elite athletes
in terms of age, height, body weight, and BMI (p>0.05).
The general nutritional behaviours of the participants
during the social isolation period are given in Table 2.
The results of the analysis of the nutritional behaviors of
the athletes during the social isolation period showed that
there was no statistically significant relationship between
food consumption, the number of daily meals, the use
of supplements, and the immune-boost food intake rates
of the amateur and elite athletes (p> 0.05). However, a
statistically significant relationship was found between
their fluid consumption status. When the fluid consumption
rates were compared, it was determined that elite athletes
had an increase in fluid consumption, but not in amateur
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When we examined the supplements used by the
athletes participating in the study to strengthen their
immunity against COVID-19, it was found that they
used the most supplements containing vitamin D, multivitamins, and omega-3, respectively.
Analysis of the POMS scores of the participants in
the social isolation period is presented in Table 3. It was
found that there was no statistically significant difference
between the POMS total and seven sub-dimension score
averages of the amateur and elite athletes in the social
isolation period of the athletes (p> 0.05).
The analysis of the EES scores of the participants
during the social isolation period is presented in Table
4. It was found that there was no statistically significant
difference between the EES total and subscale score
averages of amateur and elite athletes in the social

athletes (X2= 3657, p = 0.04). When the general rates
of fluid consumption of athletes were analyzed, it was
found that there were statistically significant differences
between daily meal number, body weight status, amount
of fluid consumption and supplement consumption rates
(p <0.05). It was determined that there was no statistically
significant relationship in the general diet and immuneboost food intake preference rates of the participants (p>
0.05).
The macronutrient consumption rates of the
participants in the COVID-19 social isolation period are
presented in Figure 1. When these rates were analyzed,
it was found that the amount of carbohydrate and fat
consumption in athletes mostly decreased or did not
change but protein consumption increased.

Table 1. Analysis of the general physical characteristics of athletes
Variables
Age (year)
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)
BMI (kg/m2)

Group
Amateur
Elite
Amateur
Elite
Amateur
Elite
Amateur
Elite

Min
18
18
155
150
43
45
17.26
17.06

Max
40
35
197
202
100
112
33.03
34.68

M±Sd
21.26±3.29
21.86±4.26
172.4±9.12
174.1±9.97
66.67±12.43
68.52±15.06
22.28±2.77
22.40±3.39

t

p

1.453

0.15

1.226

0.22

1.629

0.10

0.346

0.73

Table 2. Analysis of nutrition habits of athletes during social isolation period.
Variables
Food Consumption
Unchanged
Increased
Decreased
Number of meals per day
Two meals
Three meals
Four and above meals
Daily Fluid Consumption
Unchanged
Increased
Decreased
Body weight status
Decreased
Unchanged
Increased
Supplementation consumption
Yes
No
Immune-Boosting Food Intake
Yes
No

Amateur
n (%)

Elite
n (%)

Total
n (%)

X2

p

66 (33.7)
70 (35.7)
60 (30.6)

51 (37.)
46 (33.3)
41 (29.7)

117 (35.0)
116 (34.7)
101 (30.3)

0.403

0.81

53 (27.0)
101 (51.5)
42 (21.4)

43 (31.2)
67 (48.6)
28 (20.3)

96 (28.7)ŧ
168 (50.3)ŧ
70 (21.0)ŧ

0.671

0.71

95 (48.5)*
72 (36.7)
29 (14.8)

55 (39.9)
65 (47.1)*
18 (13.0)

150 (44.9)ŧ
137 (41.0)ŧ
47 (14.1)ŧ

3.637

0.04*

29(14, 8)
83(42.3)
84(49.2)

20(20.2)
66(47.8)
52(37.7)

49(14.7)ŧ
149(44.6)ŧ
136(40.7)ŧ

1.083

0.582

34 (17.3)
162 (80.2)

32 (23.2)
106 (76.8)

66 (19.8)ŧ
268 (80.2)ŧ

1.743

0.12

104 (53.1)
92 (46.9)

76 (55.1)
62 (44.9)

180 (53.9)
154 (46.1)

0.132

0.40

Note: * p < 0.05, ŧ: p < 0.0.5 significant difference between total rates.
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Ratio

Figure 1. Athletes’ macronutrient intake ratio for COVID-19

Figure 2. Supplements used by athletes to strengthen the immune system
Table 3. Analysis of mood profiles of the athletes during the social isolation period
Mood States Profile Scale
Sub-dimensions
Tension
Depression
Anger
Vigor
Fatigue
Confusion
Total POMS score

Amateur
M±Sd
13.52±7.00
25.32±13.15
16.74±12.12
10.41±6.50
12.53±7.92
9.51±4.90
67.20±41.16

Elite
M±Sd
14.85±7.52
26.42±12.53
18.08±11.52
11.07±6.21
13.04±7.00
10.51±5.08
71.83±40.26

Total
M±Sd
14.07±7.23
25.77±12.89
17.29±11.88
10.69±6.38
12.74±7.54
9.92±4.99
69.11±40.80

z

p

1.648
0.770
1.015
0.922
0.611
1.816
1.021

0.10
0.44
0.31
0.35
0.54
0.07
0.31

z

p

-1.496
-2.345
-0.401
-0.546
-1.265

0.13
0.06
0.69
0.58
0.21

Table 4. Analysis of emotional eating status of the athletes during the social isolation period
Emotional Eating Scale
Sub-dimensions
EWN
ENE
SC
CAS
Total EES score

Amateur
M±Sd
25.32±13.15
18.33±7.26
14.61±4.75
8.35±2.76
62.83±19.47

Elite
M±Sd
23.03±9.03
19.80±7.70
14.85±5.02
8.46±2.64
66.15±21.62

Total
M±Sd
22.15±8.70
18.49±7.47
14.71±4.85
8.39±2.71
64.20±20.422

Note: EES: Emotional Eating Scale, EWN: Eating When Nervous, ENE: Eating to cope with Negative Emotions, SC: Self
Control, CAS: Control Against Stimuli
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Table 5. The relationship between emotional profile and emotional eating status of the athletes’ social isolation period
Variables
Tension
Depression
Anger
Vigor
Fatigue
Confusion
Total POMS
BMI

r
p
r
p
r
p
r
p
r
p
r
p
r
p
r
p

EWN
.333**
.000
.340**
.000
.292**
000
-.118**
.000
.395**
.000
.224**
000
.365**
.000
.132*
.016

ENE
.295**
.000
.279**
.000
.268**
.000
-.031
.567
.303**
.000
.243**
.000
.307**
.000
.141**
.010

SC
.220**
.000
.253**
.000
.227**
.000
-.061
.265
.292**
.000
.175**
.001
.267**
.000
.114*
.037

CAS
.121*
.027
.137*
.012
.131*
.017
-.026
.633
.169**
.002
.038
.485
.136*
.013
-.005
.932

Total EES
.318**
.000
.327**
.000
.291**
.000
-.078
.157
.375**
.000
.232**
.000
.350**
.000
.139*
.011

Note: * p<0.05 , ** p<0.01. EWN: Eating When
isolation period of the athletes (p> 0.05).
When the relationship between the POMS and
EES total and subscale score averages of the athletes
were examined, significant positive correlations were
determined between the EES total and all subscale score
averages of tension, depression, anger, fatigue, and
total POMS score averages. Confusion score mean was
correlated positively with other sub-dimension means
except CAS (r; 0.38, p; 0.435 > 0.05), whereas in the
vigor sub-dimension, only the EWN mean was negatively
correlated (r; -0.118, p; 0.00 <0.01), detected. Besides,
when the relationship between the BMI means and
emotional eating status of the participants was examined,
it was determined that there were positive significant
relationships between all the other sub-dimensions
and EES total score averages except CAS. Among the
examined variables, the strongest correlation was found
between POMS total and EWN sub-dimension with r =
0.365 coefficient.
Nervous, ENE: Eating to cope with Negative Emotions,
SC: Self Control, CAS: Control Against Stimuli, Total
EES:Total Emotional Eating Scale

The absence of a definitive, effective treatment
method developed for COVID-19 brought the concern
for the spread of the virus [8, 17]. This situation made it
obligatory to take infection control and security measures
during the pandemic period. Although the implementation
of “stay home” (social isolation) aimed at restricting
social life is a basic security step that can limit infections
[18], it has kept the people away from daily routine life
and changed their moods and nutritional behaviors.
In the research, while determining the effect of the
pandemic process on the emotional state and nutritional
behaviors of university athletes, it was evaluated whether
there was a difference in terms of professionalism levels
(elite / amateur) in athletes. Many studies show that the
COVID-19 pandemic period increases the susceptibility
to psychological problems such as depression, anxiety and
panic disorder as well as physically affecting individuals
[19-22]. In the study, it was determined that there was
an increase in negative emotional state and emotional
eating behaviors in both groups. However, when the
total and subscale score averages of the EES and POMS
scales of amateur and elite athletes were compared, it
was determined that there was no significant difference
between the groups although the scores were higher in elite
athletes (p> 0.05). Another study on elite and recreational
athletes found a significant relationship between athletes’
POMS scores and perfectionism approaches [23]. Stirling
and Kerr [23] may be an explanation for the high average
scores of elite athletes as a result of the research. Also,
there was a significant increase in the amount of fluid
consumption in elite athletes, and there was a significant
relationship between negative mood and emotional eating
status sub-dimensions (p <0.05).
There is a positive correlation between the total EES
score of the athletes and the total POMS score and POMS

Discussion
In literature, many studies have been conducted to
identify changes in human mood status [14-16] and eating
behaviors in different periods and conditions. However,
there has not been any research on the impact of COVID-19
pandemic, which creates a scantiness/limitation that has
never been seen in human life, on the emotional and
emotional eating behaviors of young university students
who are active athletes. Although this situation causes
limitations in terms of comparing our results with existing
literature, our results may be a pioneer to future studies to
be conducted in order to detailed analysis.
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sub-dimensions (tension, depression, anger, fatigue,
confusion). Increasing negative mood caused an increase
in emotional eating behaviors. For the vigor associated
with positive emotional state, there is a negative but not
significant relationship (r; -0.78; p; 0.157> 0.05) with
emotional eating behavior. In his study, Renger determined
that total POMS, depression, tension, anger, fatigue, and
confusion scores are lower than other athletes and higher
vigor scores in athletes with high success levels [24].
While the desire to be weak more common in some
sports, where weakness is important, the frequency
of eating behavior disorder increases [25], there is a
positive relationship between BMI and depression [26],
and between athletes’ anxiety states and irregular eating
behaviors [27]. In the study, there was a positive correlation
between BMI and total EES (r; 0.139, p; 0.011 <0.05) and
its sub-dimensions (EWN, ENE, SC), and a negative nonsignificant relationship with the CAS score (r; -0.05; p;
0.932> 0.05). It was determined that those with higher
BMI tend to eat more emotionally. Results support other
study results. Increasing the time spent at home caused
individuals to change their mood [28], to get more energy
in their diet and to consume more fat, carbohydrate, and
protein [18, 29]. In a study investigating the relationship
between negative mood and high nutritional intake, it
was found that sad mood increased food intake more than
happiness [28, 30]. Stress causes individuals to search
for food that will provide relief quickly and generally
the tendency towards sugary foods increases [31, 32]. In
the study, there was no statistically significant difference
between the amount of food consumed during the social
isolation period, the number of daily meals, supplement
consume and the immune-boost food intake (p> 0.05).
However, when the fluid consumption rates were
compared, it was determined that elite athletes increased
their fluid consumption and did not change in amateur
athletes (X2; 3657, p; 0.04). It is a pleasing finding that fluid
consumption has not decreased. It was determined that the
amount of carbohydrate and fat consumption decreased/
did not change during the social isolation period of the
athletes but there was an increase in protein consumption.
It is thought that avoiding weight gain in reducing fat
consumption, and increasing protein consumption, it is
thought that protein may be effective in preventing losses
that may occur in muscle tissues due to limited physical
activity during the stay at home. Carbohydrates with
proven effects on athlete’s performance are thought to
have had an effect on the consumption of athletes at a less
/ unchanged level during their home period, when they
could not train [33].
In addition to the relationship between food and
mood, nutrients frequently mentioned from the effect
of strengthening the immune system are omega-3 fatty
acids [8, 32], vitamin D, zinc [34], prebiotics/probiotics
[35, 36] and antioxidants, especially vitamin C [37]. It
is emphasized that especially foods rich in vitamin C
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are both reliable and inexpensive food sources against
COVID-19 and should be consumed daily [38]. Various
studies have reported that fruits and vegetables rich in
micronutrients can improve immune function [37]. It was
found that the athletes participating in the study used the
most supplements containing vitamin D, multi-vitamin,
and omega-3, respectively, to strengthen their immunity
against COVID-19. The importance of vitamin D in the
athlete’s health and performance has been the subject
of many studies, especially in recent years [39, 40]. The
attitudes of the young people participating in the study are
the reflection of their knowledge on this subject.
Conclusions
•
During the pandemic period, it was determined
that there was an increase in negative emotional state
and emotional eating behaviors in both groups during the
social isolation period.
•
Increasing negative emotional state caused an
increase in emotional eating behavior.
•
When amateur and elite athletes’ total and
subscale score averages of the EES and POMS scales were
compared, it was determined that there was no significant
difference between the groups, although the scores were
higher in elite athletes.
•
There is a positive correlation between the
total EES score of the athletes and the total POMS score
and POMS sub-dimensions (tension, depression, anger,
fatigue, confusion).
•
It was determined that those with higher BMI
had higher emotional eating behavior scores.
•
There is no statistically significant difference was
found between the groups between the amount of food
consumption, the number of meals per day, supplements
consumption, and the immune-boost food intake.
•
When the fluid consumption rates were
compared, it was determined that the elite athletes
increased their fluid consumption and did not change in
the amateur athletes.
•
In order to strengthen immunity, it was determined
that supplements with the most vitamin D, multi-vitamin,
and omega-3 content were used respectively.
•
It was determined that the amount of carbohydrate
and fat consumption decreased/did not change during the
social isolation period of the athletes but there was an
increase in protein consumption.
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Keywords:

The COVID – 19 pandemic has post threats on the physical and mental fitness of the people. Thus, the
study determined the effectiveness of home quarantine - based rhythmic exercises to the fitness level of
the university students in physical education.
University students were the participants of the study. 200 student populations who were taking physical
education subject in the year 2020 were considered. Quasi – experimental research design was employed
and 96 participants between the age bracket of 18 - 26 (74 females & 22 males) were chosen using simple
random sampling in determining the population size of the study. SPSS program was used in the analysis
in the obtained data.
The result shown that there is a significant difference between the pre – test and post – test results in the
fitness level of the participants in body mass index (T= -3.482, p < .001), cardiovascular endurance (T=
-4.193, p < .000), flexibility (T= -6.279, p <.000), muscular endurance (T= -9.553, p <.000), and muscular
strength (T= -7.569, p < .000) performing the home quarantine-based rhythmic exercises.
Further, it is concluded that engaging in two (2) months home quarantine – based rhythmic exercises
from 30 minutes to 1 hour with moderate to vigorous intensity augment the physical fitness level of
an individual. Moreover, it is recommended to put vision accounts in strengthening the inclusion of
home quarantine - based rhythmic exercises in teaching physical education either in synchronous and
asynchronous in teaching – learning process.
home quarantine, fitness assessment, physical components, physical fitness, rhythmic exercise

Introduction1
In the midst of global pandemic COVID – 19, the
access of fitness areas and facilities for physical activity
had been restricted since the Enhanced Community
Quarantine (ECQ) is been implemented. Though, the
presence of the fitness centers does not always warrant
the increase of physical fitness participation vis-à-vis the
fitness development of an individual [1]. The pandemic
has brought threats in the physical and mental fitness of the
people. Being healthy is the ultimate goal of the person’s
life. There are countless ways on how to become healthy.
One of which is the engagement in rhythmic or dance
exercise. World Health Organization (WHO) recommends
30 minutes moderate to vigorous physical activity.
Engagement in physical activity prevents acquisition of
non-communicable diseases such heart attack, diabetes,
hypertension, myocardial infarction among others which
these diseases are the leading causes of death in the most
part of the whole globe (CDC & WHO).
Being healthy or fit is not easy to acquire for it entails a
lot of determination, discipline and preparation to achieve
the state of physiologic well - being. This situation even
more amplified because of the presence of COVID – 19
which limits the physical movement of the people. It has
been presented in most studies that rhythmic exercises
have a strong influence in enhancing physical fitness

[2] and applied to prevent and reduce the weakening of
the functionality of physical and mental fitness of the
people [3]. In this new age, there are number of rhythmic
physical fitness trends and programs that enable us to
choose on what suits us. Aerobic dance, Dance workout,
Yoga, Pilates, Zumba and among others are example of
rhythmic exercises that could be considered in home
quarantine - based rhythmic exercises. It has been believed
that rhythmic movements with the accompaniment of
music can be used as therapy for some people in different
walks of life [4]. Further, there is evidence that moderateintensity rhythmic aerobic exercise improves functional
capacity and quality of life [5] and has affirmative impact
in the ability to balance in either in motion or stationary
movements [6].
Home quarantine - based rhythmic exercise is timely
and relevant study in this global pandemic since it caters
the criteria of not exposing your health from COVID –
19 and not requiring a luxurious and well – structured
facility because what is needed is the actuality of the
home area for the activity. Further, the study looked into
the limits, extents and accuracy of the home quarantine
rhythmic - exercises in improving the health-related
fitness components of the individual in terms of the
body mass index, cardiovascular endurance, flexibility,
muscular endurance and muscular strength. With this
premise, it can widen the understanding and strengthen
the awareness in the context of the functionality of home
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quarantine - based rhythmic exercises in the improvement
of fitness in general.
Purpose. The aim of the study is to determine the
effectiveness of home quarantine – based rhythmic
exercises on the health – related fitness components of the
university students.

test. Adopting the standard instrument from the Revised
Physical Fitness Test (DepEd Order 034 s. 2019) [9] was
used in testing the fitness level of the participants. After
the pre – test, the participants were asked to engage in two
(2) months home quarantine - based rhythmic exercises.
Within 2 months, they were asked to spend at least 30
minutes to 1 hour rhythmic exercises everyday wherein
they will be the one to determine what time in the day
they will do their rhythmic exercises. However, Sunday
will be considered as their rest day because recovery is
very important in giving time for the muscles to grow
and relax. Then, after the 2 months exposure to home
quarantine – based rhythmic exercises, the participants
were asked to take their fitness level post - test using the
same instrument as stated above.
Statistical Analysis
All data from the pre – test to post – test results
were sent online. Documentation and online observation
were maximized to ensure reliability and validity of
the results. In the analysis of data, percentage, mean,
standard deviation and T – Test were used. Percentage,
mean and standard deviation were used to describe the
profile, pre – test and post – test results of the participants.
On the other hand, T – Test was used to determine the
level of significant difference of the two means which
are the pre – test and post – test physical fitness results
of the participants. Steps and processes for the ethical
considerations were followed. Informed consent for the
participants was clearly emphasized. The preservation of
the anonymity and confidentiality of the participants were
done by not illuminating their names, individuality and
personality in the data collection, analysis, presenting and
reporting of the study finding using Statistical Package for
Social Sciences (SPSS) edition 22.

Materials and Methods
Participants
University students were the participants of the
study. 200 student populations who were taking physical
education subject in the year 2020 were considered. Using
simple random sampling, 100 students were selected to
participate in the experiment, but it turns out that there
were only 96 participants who have completed the study.
The students belong to 18 – 26 age groups but most of the
participants or 47.90% of them are 19 years of age. This
is expected since all of the participants were first year
students. Further, since the implementation of K to 12 in
the educational system in the Philippines, this age bracket
from 18 to 20 years of age is expected in the tertiary level.
While most of the participants are female this corresponds
to 74 or 77% of the total sample population and 22 or 23%
for male.
Talking about the heart rates of the participants, the
resting heart rate (RHR) mean of 74.52bpm (normal);
target heart rates (THR) mean of 161.54bpm (normal);
and maximum heart rates (MHR) mean of 199.57bpm
(normal). American Heart Association (AHA) presented
that the normal resting adult human heart rate is 60 –
100bpm [7]. Further, the mean weight of the participants is
47.71 which means that most of the participants are neither
too fat nor thin based on their age bracket. While the mean
height of the participants is 155.93 cm as interpreted short
based from British-American standard. Men tend to want
a woman no taller than 6 feet, while women want a man
no shorter than 5 feet 4 inches. Further, according to the
study that ideal height for man is 180.3 cm (5’11”) and for
the women is 167.6 cm (5’6”) [8].
Research Design
The study used quasi – experimental research design
to determine the effectiveness of home quarantine - based
rhythmic exercises in the improvement of one’s fitness
such as the BMI, cardiovascular endurance, flexibility,
muscular endurance and muscular strength. The
participants were asked to undergo fitness level test as the
ground – based data for reference and served as the pre -

Results
Below are the tables and results of the experiment of
the participants in engaging in home quarantine – based
rhythmic exercises in 2 months.
The table presents the pre - test and post – tests
results of the participants (tabl. 1). Before the start of the
experiment, the participants were mostly normal in terms
of BMI with 60.42% and with the mean of 19.45. In the
other hand, after the experiment or post – test the BMI
result of the participants increases to 69.79% and with the
mean of 19.65.

Table 1. Body Mass Index

Underweight
Normal
Overweight
Obesity

Pre – Test
f
%
35
36.46
58
60.42
2
2.08
1
1.04

Total

96

BMI

SD

Mean

Inter

2.70

19.45

Normal

100

Post – Test
f
%
26
27.08
67
69.79
2
2.08
1
1.04
96

52

100

SD

Mean

Inter

2.58

19.65

Normal
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Looking at the pre – test result of the cardiovascular
endurance fitness, it yielded quite positive results with
more than half of the participants (59.38%) are having a
good condition in their heart and lungs and with the mean
of 104.18bpm (tabl. 2). While in the post – test result,
there is a decrease of 11.49% from the pre – test result and
with the mean of 113.90bpm.
The table shows the result of the pre – test and post –
test of the participants in flexibility (tabl. 3). It presented
that 82 or 85.42% of the participants were not flexible with
the mean of 31.27 and standard deviation of 16.34 which
is interpreted as poor in pre - test. While the post – test
results provide an increase of number of participants from
12 (pre-test) to 29 who are now flexible with the mean of
43.74 and standard deviation of 23.70 still interpreted as
poor.

In the pre – test result, the table shows that 71 or
73.97% of the participants fall below average in terms
of their muscular endurance with a mean of 9.33 and
standard deviation of 6.57 (tabl 4). This fact supports that
participants must work hard on their muscular endurance
fitness. The result strongly signifies that majority of
them lack muscular endurance in performing physical
activity (tabl. 4). In the other hand, muscular endurance
post - test result is the most overwhelming result since
there is a noticeable increase of the participants moving
towards average to excellent with 65 0r 67.72% of the
total population of the study. Further, there were 3 or
3.13% who got excellent results compared to the 0% from
the pre – test result. Furthermore, the mean of 15.74 and
standard deviation of 8.20 signify that the participants did
improve their muscular endurance after two (2) month of
home quarantine – based rhythmic exercises.

Table 2. Cardiovascular Endurance
CE

Pre – Test
F
%

Excellent

15

15.63

10

10.42

Above
Average

10

10.42

10

10.42

Average

32

33.33

26

27.08

Below
Average

17

17.71

21

21.88

Poor

22

22.92

28

29.17

Total

96

100

96

100

SD

21.77

Mean

104.18

Inter

Average

Post – Test
f
%

SD

Mean

Inter

25.45

113.90

Average

SD

Mean

Inter

23.70

43.74

Poor

SD

Mean

Inter

8.20

15.74

Average

Table 3. Flexibility
Flexibility
Very Good
Good
Average
Fair
Poor
Total

Pre – Test
f
%
5
5.21
6
6.25
1
1.04
2
2.08
82 85.42
96 100

SD

Mean

Inter

16.34

31.27

Poor

SD

Mean

Inter

6.57

9.33

Below
Average

Post – Test
f
%
20
20.83
6
6.25
3
3.13
7
7.29
60
62.5
96
100

Table 4. Muscular Endurance
ME
Excellent
Good
Above Average
Average
Below Average
Poor
Very Poor
Total

Pre – Test
f
%
0
0.00
4
4.17
1
1.04
20 20.83
39 40.63
29 30.21
3
3.13
96 100
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Post – Test
f
%
3
3.13
6
6.25
15
15.63
41
42.71
24
25.00
7
7.29
0
0.00
96
100
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Table 5. Muscular Strength
MS
Above Average
Average
Below Average
Poor
Total

Pre – Test
F
%
2
2.08
0
0.00
1
1.04
93 96.88
96 100

SD

Mean

Inter

6.53

10.29

Poor

Post – Test
f
%
11
11.46
1
1.04
6
6.25
78
81.25
96
100

SD

Mean

Inter

10.76

16.97

Poor

Table 6. Level of Significant Difference
Fitness Test (Pre – Test & Post
Test)
Body Mass Index
Cardiovascular Endurance
Flexibility
Muscular Endurance
Muscular Strength

Mean
-.197
-9.719
-12.064
-6.406
-6.677

Standard
Deviation
.555
22.709
18.824
6.570
8.643

T Value
-3.482
-4.193
-6.279
-9.553
-7.569

P Value
(2-tailed)
.001
.000
.000
.000
.000

Interpretation
Significant
Significant
Significant
Significant
Significant

Significant Difference a=0.05
In the pre – test result, the table shows that 93 or
96.88% of the participants are poor in terms of muscular
strength with a mean of 10.29 and a standard deviation of
6.53 (tabl. 5). Only 2 or 2.08% of the participants who got
positive results in the test. While the post – test result of
the muscular strength fitness of the participants presents
that there is an increase of 12.50% with a mean of 16,79
and standard deviation of 10.76 still interpreted as poor.
The table presents the significance difference between
the pre – test and post – test results physical fitness level
of the participants (tabl. 6). This part explains the limits,
extents and accuracy of the fitness improvement of the
participants in terms of body mass index, cardiovascular
endurance, flexibility, muscular strength and muscular
endurance. The engagement of the participants in two
(2) months home quarantine-based rhythmic exercises
(aerobics dance exercise, dance workout, pilates, yoga,
zumba) present a significant improvement in their
fitness level in body mass index (T= -3.482, p < .001),
cardiovascular endurance (T= -4.193, p < .000), flexibility
(T= .-6.279, p <.000), muscular endurance (T= -9.553,
p < .000), and muscular strength (T= -7.569, p <.000).
Time for doing such physical activity (from moderate to
vigorous) is from 30 minutes to 1 hour.
Discussions
Dance as an activity bids the involvement of body
senses and strengthens self-expression through music
and applies different aspects of personality [10] and it
reduces fatigue and increases the levels of psychological
stimulation during exercise [11]. This means that even in
this pandemic time, home quarantine – based rhythmic
exercise is one of the best weapons to fight against
boredom, mental stress and inactivity of the people.
Further, one of the studies explains that dancing amplifies
the physical fitness of the individual [12]. Thus, this
54

study served to be the validation to the different studies
that engaging in physical activity in the form of rhythmic
exercise either in home quarantine – based or in posh
exercise facilities increases the physical fitness level as
long as consistency and perseverance will be counted in
the exercise program.
Indeed, this study has proven that engaging in home
quarantine – based rhythmic activities in two months
amplifies the fitness level of an individual. One of the
components being tested in the study is the body mass
index (BMI). There were several studies that explain the
association of body mass index (BMI) to mortality rate
and causes of death in the entire world [13]. Increasing
results in the BMI of participants were noticeable after
the exposure of the two months home quarantine - based
rhythmic exercises in the study. Hence, decreasing
the number of participants that fall in the underweight
category. Having a normal body mass index (BMI),
means that it is easier for the individual to perform in any
physical activity [14]. Thus, the need to shape the body
is as the same as extending the movement capacity of
the body which in a way increases the mortality rate and
provides several advantages such as pre-matured death
[15].
The cardiovascular endurance defines as the capacity
of the heart and lungs to sustain during a physical activity
was the second fitness component tested in the study.
Before performing the test, the participants were asked to
get their resting heart rate to know their present condition
as shown in the respondents ‘profile. Thus, those who are
with higher BMI, poorer metabolic control, and lower
amounts of physical activity tended to have lower levels
of cardiovascular endurance (CE) [16]. The decreasing
result of the cardiovascular endurance of the participants
is indeed surprising [17]. It is common knowledge that
exercise (specifically dancing) increases cardiac output
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and blood pressure. However, individuals adapted
to exercise show lower resting heart rate and cardiac
hypertrophy [17]. Hence, engaging in physical activity
either in moderate or vigorous physical activity makes
the heart and lungs healthy [18, 19, 20], reduce blood
pressure [21], and augment cardiac function [22, 23].
Another test is the flexibility which defines as the
range of movement in performing physical activity. The
participants were asked to perform sit and reach [24,
25] to get their flexibility fitness level before and after
the engagement in two months of home quarantine –
based rhythmic exercises. Less is known about the role
of flexibility in the maintenance or improvement of
functional abilities [26] but this study somehow explains
the importance and functionality of flexibility specially
in the context of home quarantine - based rhythmic
exercises. Though, at the start of the test, it was obvious
that the participants were not flexible. However, a slight
increase in flexibility have seen after the exposure of
the home quarantine – based rhythmic exercises but still
the outcomes does not conform to the standard level
of flexibility expected from the study. In fact, there are
several studies that questioned the value of flexibility in
terms of muscle cramps, prevention of injury and even
increase in the fitness performance of the people [27,
28]. At the brighter side, there is a push movement of
flexibility among the participants worthy of putting in
record to stimulate encouragement of the people to engage
in home quarantine – based rhythmic exercises as options
in maintaining physical health.
Muscular endurance is another fitness component being
tested in the study that defines as the ability to perform a
specific muscular action for a prolonged period. Before
the test, it was found out that the muscular condition of
the participants was below average with the assumption
that most of the participants were females (77.1%).
Surprisingly, after the engagement in two months home
quarantine – based rhythmic exercises of the participants,
there is a drastic change of result to average which
conforms to the standard of fitness. However, muscular
strength as the last component tested in this study and

work hand in hand with muscular endurance [29, 30].
Several studies have seen the fundamental criteria of
relationship in testing the sport performance in training
In such a way one observes less improvement after the
test [29, 30]. Even with the slightest improvement among
the other fitness components, still the slight increase is
significant and can prove that the intervention is effective.
Hence, having good muscular fitness increases the chance
of better cardio metabolic effect [31] however losing
function in daily living activities is related to the reduction
of muscular strength and muscular mass [32]. Aptly,
building the muscular endurance and strength solidifies
the physical fitness of an individual.
In concurrent, there is a significant difference between
pre – test and post – test results in the improvement of the
fitness level of the participants. This is indeed noteworthy
since engaging in home quarantine – based rhythmic
exercises in times of the global pandemic in about 30
minutes to 1 hour with moderate to vigorous intensity
is effective in enhancing the health-related fitness
components of the individual.
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The physical activity level of students is closely associated with ecological, hygienic, and socioeconomic
facts. This is especially true during the COVID-19 pandemic, which has dramatically reduced the student
opportunity to engage in regular physical activity. The purpose of the work is to study the influence of the
weekly physical exercises on the indicators of biological age of students of higher education institutions
of Ukraine.
The study involved 409 students (182 boys and 227 girls), who were divided into experimental (87
boys and 117 girls) and control (95 boys and 110 girls) groups. The biological age (BA) of students was
determined by means of Voitenko’s method using biomarkers of their physical status. Indices of the
cardiovascular system (pulse, systolic, and diastolic blood pressure); respiratory system (vital capacity, the
Hench and Stange test); central nervous system (static balancing); PHSA (personal health self-assessment)
were studied. In addition, a questionnaire-based survey of students on their health self-assessment
including 27 questions was carried out. Statistica 13.5 statistical software package was used to process
the experimental material. Methods of variation statistics, correlation, and regression analysis were used.
The coefficients of the Student t-test and Fisher’s F-test were calculated.
In the process of pedagogical experiment, the positive impact of the author’s physical education program
on BA of students of the experimental group (EG) was revealed: in boys, the positive dynamics of BA
changes was detected already after four additional hours of performing exercises per week, whereas
in girls – after six or more hours. The most pronounced changes in physical state, which determined BA
decrease during academic year were noted in students with a weekly motor regime exceeding 6 hours. In
boys of EG, the biological age decreased at the end of the experiment by 11,1 years (p < 0,001), whereas
in girls – by 5,3 years (p < 0,001). No positive changes of BA were observed at the end of the experiment
in students of the control group (CG), whose weekly regime of motor activity constituted 2 hours. In boys
of EG, the decrease of BA is manifested after four additional hours of performing physical exercises per
week, whereas in girls – after six or more hours. The most pronounced changes in BA indices during the
academic year were noted in students of the experimental group with weekly motor regime exceeding
6 hours.
The developed mathematical models are recommended to be used for estimating, modelling, and
predicting the biological age of students according to informative indices of physical state.
biomarkers, higher education, physical activity, health, COVID-19

Introduction1
The system of physical education in higher education
institutions should be a reliable basis for a high level
of physical and mental working capacity, intellectual
development of students in the learning process. It should
encourage students to exercise regularly, to form the
physical development necessity and ensure a high level of
health and professional longevity. During the COVID-19
pandemic, there was an urgent need to orient the physical
education system to solving the problems of the sedentary
lifestyle of students.
The priority task of the system of physical education
© Stanislav Prysiazhniuk, Oleksander Pryimakov, Sergii Iermakov,
Dmytro Oleniev, Jerzy Eider, Natalija Mazurok, 2021
doi:10.15561/20755279.2021.0108
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in higher education institutions is the formation of a
healthy, physically and spiritually growth personality,
the development of effective means to compensate for
the adverse effects of hypodynamic and hypokinesia on
the body of school and student youth [1-4]. Solving such
problems in conditions of limited movement of people
and confined spaces requires the search for effective
approaches. To this should be added the transition of
universities to distance learning forms, which are not
typical for the physical education system. The emergence
of these problems coincided with the need for changes in
the higher education system.
The reformation of higher education in Ukraine is
accompanied by the emergence of innovative higher
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education institutions, the characteristic feature of which
is the increase in the volume and intensification of
education [2, 5].
Education intensification is also peculiar for
universities of other countries. The studies show that:
– The combination of new challenges in higher
education with the development of mobile
technologies (one of the pillars of digital
transformation) leads to intensification in study
opportunities and requirements for the development
of new teaching methods [6]
– Particular attention should be paid to business
cooperation in creating a single educational space
within the frames of relation intensification in the
educational process [7].
Other authors [8] investigated the issue of the
information load on Russian students increase in
connection with the academic load in a situation of
information overload. The authors noted that modern
conditions require more and more adaptation to stressful
situations that students are exposed to in the situation of
educational activity.
It is known that an increase in study load volume
results in decreased motor activity of students. This is
supported by numerous studies. Griban et al [9] found that
the level of physical fitness of Ukrainian boys and girls
of the 1-4 courses is unsatisfactory in general. Guthold
et al [10] described the current prevalence and trends
of insufficient physical activity of school children aged
11-17 according to countries, regions, and worldwide.
The authors noted that the majority of adolescents fail
to meet existing standards of physical activity. Thomas
et al [11] examined the frequency, intensity, time, type
of physical activity, and the obstacles to engaging in it
among Canadian students during their first year of study
at university. The authors noted that programs to promote
different aspects of physical activity should be focused
on: non-competitive sports and fun activities; activities
that students can engage in during their leisure time.
Decreased motor activity volume of young people
and students was noted by researchers from Vietnam
[12], Poland [13], Britain [14), and other countries.
According to the authors, the physical inactivity of
young people is one of the major determinants of their
physical development lag from the current norms [9, 14]
and physical health deterioration [1, 12, 13]. Dao Chanh
Thuc [12] pointed out that the growth of the aging rate
of Vietnamese student youth is due to decreased motor
activity and reproductive function. The impact of motor
activity regime on the biological age of females aged
17 - 18 was revealed. Cumming et al. [14] investigated
the biological maturity, body size, and motor activity of
British youth. While noting the association between them,
the authors failed to fully disclose the specifics of physical
exercise impact on BA.
As a rule, extensive introduction of the latest
pedagogical technologies in accordance with the
requirements of the Bologna Declaration is carried out
without prior physiological and hygienic research. The

processes of adaptation of student youth, within the
implementation of innovative pedagogical technologies of
learning, are insufficiently studied. A significant increase
in mental workload leads to increased hypodynamic and
hypokinesia, catastrophic limitation of muscular effort,
and, together with excessive fascination of young people
with computer games, contributes to various diseases,
deterioration of physical condition and reduced physical
and mental performance [15-17].
In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
scientific and pedagogical staff of the departments of
physical education and sports clubs of universities cannot
provide the necessary level of physical fitness and health
of students. To the low level of students’ functional
capabilities, there is also a limitation of their physical
activity.
Therefore, attempts to achieve a higher level of
physical activity of students lead to the fact that the
educational process of physical education comes into
conflict with theoretical disciplines.
The shortcomings of physical education at secondary
schools cannot be compensated without harming the
health of students and without making changes to the
general educational process in higher education. Only
by laying the foundation of physical development and
physical fitness of infants and ensuring the continuity
of physical education at each stage of ontogenesis the
necessary health of young people can be achieved [1, 15,
18, 19]. As a result, there is a critical situation regarding
the physical and mental health of student youth.
Our and other studies of functional indicators of
body systems of the first-year students indicate that a
significant proportion of students have low health and
unsatisfactory levels of physical fitness, [3, 19, 20]. The
studies have shown that the deficit of physical activity
for maintaining satisfactory health and physical fitness
of students ranges from 50% to 70% of the required. A
number of authors believe that a significant role is played
by socio-economic factors, environmental problems,
lack of priority motivation of students for a healthy
lifestyle as a major factor in the formation, strengthening,
preservation and restoration of health and transmission to
future generations [21, 22].
The physical activity level of students is closely
associated with ecological, hygienic, and socioeconomic
facts. This is especially true during the COVID-19
pandemic, which has dramatically reduced the student
opportunity to engage in regular physical activity.
Huckins et al [23] examined student behavior and
mental health in response to the COVID-19 pandemic
compared to previous periods of time. They found that
compared to previous semesters students during the
winter 2020 semester were more sedentary, anxious and
depressed. The wide variety of behavior models included
more frequent phone use, decreased physical activity, and
less number of visited places.
Zhang et al [24] assessed the negative impact of the
COVID-19 outbreak upon the mental health of Chinese
students and examined possible strategies for mitigating
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the consequences. They noted that that possible strategy
for mitigating consequences and thus, improving mental
health should include an adequate level of daily physical
activity and good sleep.
Gallo et al [25] studied the level of physical activity
(Active Australia Survey) among third-year biomedical
students. The results were compared to those of students
of the same course, who studied two years before. The
authors found that the pandemic affected the physical
activity level of both sexes, with 30% fewer students
achieving “sufficient” activity levels (minimum 150
minutes over five sessions) compared to the previous two
years.
Romero-Blanco et al [26] assessed the physical
activity and sedentary lifestyle of students before and
during isolation from the coronavirus. The findings
demonstrated the reduction of physical activity and sitting
time globally and across groups.
It is safe to conclude that the situation with the
COVID-19 contributes to further decrease of student
motor activity level.
The survey, conducted by us, has showed that 30,4%
of 1st and 2nd year students rate their health as good, 58,6%
- satisfactory, 10,6% - poor and only 0,4% of the total
number of respondents consider their health very bad
[27]. At the same time, there is a significant difference
between the self-assessment of students’ health and the
results of annual medical examinations. Similar data
were obtained in the study of the physical health selfassessment by university students of Gomel (Belarus)
[28]. It was revealed that 58.5% of the respondents assess
their physical health as satisfactory, and 67.6% consider
their physical activity as moderate. Hossain et al [29]
examined the association between physical health selfassessment and depression and anxiety in university
students of Dhaka, Bangladesh. It turned out that 13,9%
of respondents had poor self-assessment of health, аnd
49,9% - had dissatisfaction with self-assessment of body
image.
One of the factors that characterize the state of human
health is indicators of biological age (BA) [20, 30-32].
Several foreign authors studied the relationship between
the level of BA, health status, and aging, age-related
morbidity and risk of death [33-37]. For instance, Jinho
et al [33], Jee et al [38] developed biomarkers and models
for predicting BA, aging, survival, and risk of death of
Koreans. The clinical usefulness of developed models
for the practical diagnosis of aging was verified. Zhong
et al. [35] determined a set of physiological markers of
the rate of aging, life expectancy, and health of Chinese
people in the age range 50 plus years. It was proposed
to differentiate biologically old from young people of
the same chronological age according to them. Brazilian
researchers [39] demonstrated that with an increase in
the biological and chronological age of children and
adolescents aged 9-15, their physical activity decreases.
Boys were revealed to be more physically active than
girls, however, when biological maturation is controlled,
sex differences disappear. Belsky et. al. [37] developed
60

the methods for evaluating the biological aging of young
people without age-related diseases. They showed
that rapidly aging Americans were less physically fit,
experienced the decline of cognitive functions and aging
of the brain, reported worse health status, and looked older.
The measurement of biological aging in young people is
proposed to be used to identify the causes of aging and
to evaluate methods of rejuvenation. German scientists
[40] used markers of oxidative stress, protein glycation,
inflammation, cellular senescence, and hormonal
regulation to determine biological age and compare it
with chronological age, as well as to identify persons at
high risk of developing age-related degenerative diseases
or disability.
It is known that regular physical exercises may
influence biological age. Pavanello et al [41] assumed
that intensive relaxing practices may impact various
molecular mechanisms of aging. Canadian researchers
[36] examined the relationship of BA physiological
markers with chronological age, physical development,
cognitive functions, physical work capacity, and morbidity
in persons aged 45-85. Sez differences were insignificant
in this case. Rahman et al [42] developed an approach
to biological age prediction using a person’s physical
activity recorded by a wearable device. They claim that the
suggested method leads to efficiency improvement. Ajman
et al [43] argue that data on biological development levels
are of great significance for young athletes. Goto et al [44]
studied the impact of biological maturity on the results of
elite and junior football matches. The authors note that
the coaches should be aware of the process of identifying
and developing talent as far as the maturity may influence
the results of running at high speed. Lesinski et al [45]
studied the control values of anthropometric and physical
fitness percentiles for adults, age, and sex of young elite
athletes. They recommend using percentiles in practice as
approximate criteria to identify and develop talents.
The results of the analysis of national and foreign
sources showed that BA studies were aimed primarily at
identifying informative markers of BA correlating with
rates of aging, diseases, life expectancy, and the risk of
death. Most of the studies were conducted on middleaged and elderly people. In the works dealing with the
study of young people BA, the causes and mechanisms of
biological aging have not been sufficiently disclosed. The
information about motor activity influence on BA and the
rate of aging, morbidity, and life expectancy can hardly be
considered sufficient.
Incomplete coverage of the issue under consideration,
different approaches, and methods of its study, the
inconsistency of findings, necessitate a deeper examination
of BA, in particular, its relationships with health status,
aging rates, gender, age, motor activity, socio-economic
and ecological living conditions.
This prompted us to conduct scientific and pedagogical
research to determine the interrelation between biological
age and the amount of weekly physical activity of
students. We assume that the results of this study may be
especially important in a new and unexpectedly emerging
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sanitary and epidemiological situation – the COVID-19
pandemic. This assumption is based on the fact that the
mathematical models developed by us can be used to
assess, model and predict the biological age of students
by informative indicators of their physical condition.
The purpose of the work is to study the influence of the
weekly physical exercises on the indicators of biological
age of students of higher education institutions of Ukraine.

of Student t-test and Fisher’s F-test were calculated to
determine the validity of obtained results.
Results
The analysis of research materials of boys and girls
from the control and experimental groups is represented
below. Analysis of the obtained results in the control
group showed no positive effect from physical education
classes in the amount of 2 hours per week during the
school year. In some cases, there was a negative impact
of physical education classes on the well-being of student
youth over the next few days (muscle pain, poor sleep,
loss of appetite, sometimes headaches, etc.). Indicators of
biological age of young men in the control group were
higher than the corresponding indicators on average over
the university, although statistically unlikely (49,3 ± 0,77
years vs. 49,0 ± 0,88 years; p> 0,05) (Fig. 1).
There was similar situation in the control group of the
girls (39,6 ± 0,79 vs. 39,5 ± 0,66; p > 0,05) (Fig. 2).
Experimental group 1. Representatives of both sexes
of EG1 had similarities in the results, but there was also
some difference. Thus, the negative effects of compulsory
physical education and 2 hours of self-study were more
pronounced among boys than girls.
Indicators of biological age of boys in this subgroup
significantly exceeded the university average (52,5 ±
0,46 vs. 49,0 ± 0,88; р < 0,001), which indicated a high
level of statistical probability (Fig. 1). The indicators of
biological age of girls from the experimental group 1,
although increased, but not as among boys (40,4 ± 1,09
vs. 39,5 ± 0,66; р > 0,05) (Fig. 2). It should be noted that
such amount of weekly motor regime did not sufficiently
meet the requirements of the body; independent exercise
was conducted at a low methodological level and was not
effective. There is a necessity for qualified methodological
assistance from the scientific and pedagogical staff of
the Department of Physical Education. Therefore, one
of the shortcomings of this system is the lack of full
pedagogical control by scientific and pedagogical staff of
the Department of Physical Education.
Experimental group 2. A positive effect from a certain
system of health and training classes was observed
among the boys from the EG2, as evidenced by changes
in biological age, namely - 46,4 ± 0,45 vs. 49,0 ± 0,88 (р
< 0,001).
The results of this subgroup confirm the position that
in order to obtain the desired effect from exercise in a
higher education institution, it is necessary to focus on
the 6-hour motor regime of young students. This is the
minimum number of hours of exercise that will allow
young freshmen to effectively influence the functional
activities of the body [under the condition of pedagogical
control by research and teaching staff of the Department of
Physical Education] and, consequently, more successfully
master the curriculum.
The situation among the girls of this subgroup is
similar to that in the first subgroup. The results almost
coincide (Fig. 2). Minor changes in biological age (40,5 ±
0,91 vs. 39,5 ± 0,66; р > 0,05), suggest that for girls it is

Materials and Methods
Participants.
We involved students of higher education institutions
of Ukraine to conduct a study. The total number of
students, who participated in the study, was 409 people
(n=182 – boys; n= 227 - girls), which were divided into
experimental group (EG) (n=87 – boys; n=117 - girls)
and control group (CG) (n=95 – boys; n=110 - girls).
The experimental group students were divided into 3
subgroups: EG1, EG2 and EG3.
Study protocol was approved by Ethic Committee
State University of Telecommunications (Kyiv, Ukraine).
The research was fulfilled in compliance with WMA
Declaration of Helsinki – Ethical Principles for Medical
Research Involving Human Subjects [46].
Research Design.
The control groups practiced once a week according
to the generally accepted physical education program
approved by the Ministry of Education and Science of
Ukraine [47]
The experimental groups were engaged in physical
exercises according to the experimental program.
Experimental program provided: two hours of physical
education classes per week; two to six additional
independent
physical
exercises.
Experimental
methodology for students of EG1 envisaged two hours
of academic studies during the week and two hours of
independent exercises. For students of EG2, the program
included two hours of academic studies during the week
and four hours of independent exercises. Students of EG3
were offered a program of two hours of academic studies
during the week and six or more hours of independent
exercises.
The research was conducted during the school
year (the study was conducted before the onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic).
To determine the biological age, we chose the
Voitenko’s [48] method. In accordance with Voitenko’s
method, indices of physical state were registered to
determine the biological age. In addition, a questionnairebased survey of students on their health self-assessment
including 27 questions was carried out. Indices of the
cardiovascular system (pulse, systolic and diastolic blood
pressure), respiratory system (vital capacity, the Hench
and Stange test), central nervous system (static balancing);
PHSA (personal health self-assessment) were studied.
Statistical analysis. STATISTICA 13.5 statistical
software package was used to process the experimental
material. Methods of variation statistics, correlation,
and regression analysis were used [49]. The coefficients
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Fig.1. The dependence of the indicators of biological age of 1st year boys on the weekly amount of physical activity
during the school year [n =182]

Fig. 2. The dependence of indicators of biological age of the girls of 1st year on weekly volume of physical activities
during the school year [n=227]
necessary to review this system of exercise. It proved to be
ineffective. In addition, it is necessary to take into account
the psychological and emotional state of the girls. Usually
they want to get a positive result quickly, with the least
effort, ignoring the methodological recommendations
of scientific and pedagogical staff of the Department of
Physical Education. It is not uncommon for the girls to
put in the first place the opinion of a friend, acquaintance,
and not qualified methodological advice during physical
exercises. In addition, the research and teaching staff of
the Department of Physical Education (especially men)
must take into account the vulnerability and psychology
of the girl and feel the limit beyond which, if you cross,
you can lose confidence and authority among students.
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Experimental group 3. The best result was obtained
in this subgroup – EG3 (Fig. 1, 2). Thus, the indicators
of biological age in both boys and girls at the end of the
experiment are much lower than average – 37,9 ± 1,10 vs.
49,0 ± 0,88; p < 0,001; in girls – 34,2 ± 0,90 against 39,5
± 0,66; p < 0,001.
Below are presented the mathematical models,
correlation (r), and determination (d) coefficients reflecting
biological age (BA) dependence on anthropometric and
functional indices in male and female students in the
process of the experiment (tabl. 1).
In girls of the CG, the degree of BA dependence on
the model parameters is somewhat higher than in those
of the EG, both before and after the experiment (tabl. 1).
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Table 1. Маthematical dependence models of the biological age of males and females of EG and CG on anthropometric
and functional indices before and after the experiment

Females

Groups, conditions
Before
experiment

After
experiment

Males

Before
experiment

After
experiment

ЕG
CG
ЕG
CG
ЕG
CG

Regression models

r

d

y= 28,29+(0,792х2+0,304х1-0,215х8-0,120х6-0,005х7) ±2,4
F=17,5 p <,00000..
y= 8,23+(0,387х1+0,806х2-0,158х8-0,11х6-0,003х7) ±1,1
F=204,9 p <,00000..

0.886
p<0.0000

0.740
p<0.0000

0.988
p<0.0000
0.679
p<0.0000
0.994
p<0.0000

0.972
p<0.0000
0.442
p<0.00004
0.986
p<0.0000

0.996
p<0.0000

0.988
p<0.0000

0.968
p<0.0000
0.598
p<0.0000
0.882
p<0.0000

0.925
p<0.0000
0.343
p<0.00001
0.779
p<0.0000

Y= (15,18+0,174х1) ±2,6, F=23,9 p<,00000
y= 14,4+(0,351х1+0,806 х2-0,155х8-0,12х6-0,04 х7) ±0,7
F=397,8 p <,00000..
y= 45,71+(0,167х1+0,653х2+0,077х9-0,13х6-0,004х7-0,11х10) ±0,57
F=563,8 p<,00000..
y= 41,82+(0,183х1+0,817х2+0,12х9-0,15х6-0,004х7-0,11х10) ±1,5
F=81,0 p <,00000..

ЕG

y= (52,5-0,107х10) ±2,6 F=3,9 p<,00001

CG

y= 42,1+(0,18х1+0,749х2-0,13х6-0,0006 х7) ±2,9
F=81,0 p <,00000..

NOTE: у – BA, years; х1 – arterial systolic pressure, mm Hg.; х2 – health self-assessment; х3 – body mass, kg; х4 – height,
cm; х5 – left hand strength, kg; х6 – static balancing, s; х7 – vital capacity, ml.; х8 – arterial diastolic pressure, mm Hg;
х9 – Gench test, s; х10 – Stange test, s; r –correlation coefficient; d – determination coefficient.
At the same time, as illustrated above, a more pronounced
(statistically significant) decrease in the BA level was
observed in the girls of the third EG group by the end
of the experiment. This reflects the effectiveness of the
developed physical education program for this group and
the adequacy of the presented regression models.
Before the experiment, in males of the CG and the
EG close correlation and determination coefficients were
observed, reflecting a high level of predicting their BA
according to the parameters of the developed models. After
the experiment, the prognosis of BA in males of the CG
according to the developed models decreased by 14% and
constituted 77.9% (d = 0.779, p <0.0000), whereas in those
of the EG, the prognosis of BA according to the studied
parameters decreased from 92.5% to 34.3% (p <0.00001).
A decrease in BA dependence in males of the third EG
on the studied morphofunctional parameters occurs when
their BA decreases by the end of the experiment. A high
reliability degree of the developed equations suggests
that they can be used to model and predict BA of students
depending on their level of physical development and
the functional state achieved in the process of physical
education.
The obtained results indicate a high degree of
statistical probability of health-training classes of the third
experimental subgroup. It should be noted that according
to the experimental data and the questionnaire, the
representatives of this subgroup significantly improved
the performance of the cardiovascular, respiratory systems
and musculoskeletal system. In particular, the girls’ blood
pressure was normalized from 116/66 to 114/78 mm Hg;
heart rate decreased from 87.6 to 82.3 beats/min. and body

weight from 59,9 to 57,3 kg; static balancing indicators
improved from 17,3 s to 24,5 s. and vital capacity of the
lungs from 2263,5 to 2574,1 ml. The boys’ blood pressure
improved from 113/65 to 118/74 mm Hg; heart rate from
86,3 to 80,7 beats/min; static balancing from 22,1 s to
27,2 s; vital capacity of the lungs from 3267,8 to 3976,4
ml; body weight from 67,8 to 70,1 kg. Students improved
their well-being, increased oxygen-regenerative processes
in the body, normalized the activity of the gastrointestinal
tract and excretory organs, and improved coordination
between muscle activity and autonomic-trophic functions,
and so on.
Discussion
Modern approaches in higher education for the
conservation and promotion of health student youth
are not sufficiently reflected in the educational process
[12, 20, 27, 32]. This is largely due to the fragmented
understanding of the problem’s teachers save student
health [50-53].
The results of the conducted research acknowledge the
data of other scientists in Ukraine and foreign countries on
the positive impact of exercise on the physical condition
of man [9, 11, 13, 39]. At the same time, they complement
these results by clarifying the sequence of health and
training sessions; specify their content and algorithm in
sections on individual sports [27, 53-55].
As a result of the pedagogical experiment, it has
been found that a positive result of physical exercises
is detected only starting with additional or specially
organized [health and training classes in sports sections]
four hours of independent classes per week. It has been
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proved that the greatest effect occurs with six or more
independent hours of exercise per week, which together
with two hours of compulsory physical education is eight
hours per week. This is the minimum that students must
follow to maintain good physical condition and health.
Our data partially agree with the findings of Dao Chanh
Thuc [12], who examined the motor activity influence on
BA of Vietnamese female students aged 17-18. It was
found that one physical education class and six or more
independent classes per week (equivalent to 17-20 hours
of training) contributed to a significant BA decrease at the
end of the experiment. In our studies, a decrease in the
biological age of boys and girls was observed after four
and six and more hours of regular additional exercises,
respectively. The most pronounced changes in physical
state indices, which determined biological age decrease
during the academic year were noted in students, whose
weekly motor regime exceeded 6 hours.
Our current and earlier researches provide several
reasons to explain these results. The first and main reason
is the insufficient number of hours of exercise for girls.
Due to the fact that at secondary schools girls receive
from 10 to 20% of the required motor activity [1, 50, 51],
in higher education institutions, research and teaching
staff begin to work with physically unprepared girls.
Therefore, the number of hours for recovery,
development and improvement of physical condition,
motivation for self-improvement, providing them with
the basics of physical education, requires much more than
provided by the educational unit of the university.

The second reason is the low efficiency of health and
training classes in physical education [32, 54-56].
The third reason is the non-observance of methodical
recommendations by the scientific-methodical worker
concerning the organization and system of conducting
independent classes taking into account the chronotype of
the personality.
The fourth reason is the lack of strict adherence to the
daily routine (sleeping time no later than 22:00, rise at
7:00), diet, control of their emotional state, and so on.
The fifth reason is low methodological literacy in
the matters related to the system of independent healthtraining classes.
The sixth reason is non-compliance with the schedule
of independent health-training classes.
Perhaps there are other reasons [11, 16, 55-57]. But
one way or another, they do not contribute to the desired
effect of conducting classes on this system.
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